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BY A. M. BULLOCK.

It was one day in the early spring of the
year that Gerard Steimer called his three
sons, Adolphus, Henry and little Bernard to
his side.—In his hand he held an open let
ter. The tears shone in his eyes, and his
voice was very sad, as he thus addressed
them:—
‘ You have often heard me speak, my
children, of my brother Bernard, who left
home many years ago to go into business in
a distant country.’
‘ Yes,’ they replied; and they gazed
wonderingly at their parent.
‘ Well, my sons,’ he continued, ‘your uncle
Bernard, having at last amassed a consider
able fortune, had determined to return to
his native village and take up his abode
with me; for we are the only two who re
main of a happy family of seven brothers
and five sisters.’
‘And is uncle coming soon?’ inquired
Henry in an animated tone.
‘ He should have been here by this time
my son,’ replied his father, ‘but an allwise
Providence has ordered it otherwise; and
now,’he added, ‘I fear you will never see
him, for this letter informs me that he is
very ill in a distant city, and he desires me
to come to him, that he may see me once
more, and that I may assist him in arrang
ing his affairs.’
‘ And you will go, father ?’ said Bernard,
anxiously.
‘ Certainly, my child. And during my
absence Cousin Jacob Reimer and his wife
will come and take care of tho house for I
shall probably not return until tho autumn,
as I shall have to travel some distance ; and
in case of your uncle’s death there may be
a great deal for me to attend to.’
‘ Perhaps he will get well; and then you
will bring him home with you.’
• I fear, Barnard, that may not be, for
he writes me word that the doctors say his
case is hopeless. Listen now, attentively,
my children, to what I am going to tell you ;
for it is a message for each of you from your
dying uncle. He says:—‘ Give a handful
of grain to each of your three children when
you leave them, to do with it what they think
best during your absence; and when you
return you will decide who has made the
best use of it, and yon will reward that one
according as I shall tell you.’

“ N IC K E Y B E N ”

Every morning, beforo the sun was up, in I Of course all these thoughts did not pass this treasure? I t was hard to think it, and yet
W h ic h is th e L u n a tic .
summer and winter, rain and sunshine, our law through the lawyer’s mind while crossing Straw
we did.
yer, might havo been seen, by an early riser, berry Hill. They did not passthrough, because
The facinstion which exists in seeing fish
The next day tho whole village called upon the
out taking his habitual exercise. He always they remrined there all the time ; they had re gentle girl that our own despised lawyer had caught pervades all classes of society ; and if to
“ The motion of the earth around the sun is at the rate
We have a lawyer a t Alderbrook—three of walked up a green lune, about a milo west of tho solved themselves into ever present feelings, and given a home among us. It was late iu tbe day a passive spectator it is so attractive, how much
of sixty-eight thousand miles an hour.”
them, indeed—but one we have worth talking village, whence he proceeded along the border he had no disposition to be any thing but in ear when Ada Palmer and myself followed tbe more so is that of being the active agent, by
Sixty-eight thousand miles an hour !
about, ono who has been talked about—one who of the woods, over the top of Strawberry Hill, nest. We did not altogether understand this, fashion set us, and proceeded to the cottage.— whose skill in adapting baits and tackle, the
Why, man, the deuce is in it,
has been blown upon, it not by the breath of and down into the ravine beyond, until he reach however; and when the lawyer doffed his hat The bride was evidently wearied with tbe tedious most cunning of tho tinny tribe are captured !—
W hat matchless proof of mighty power—
fame, by that gossiping breath which is tamo’s ed the toll-gate a t the foot of the hill on the and smiled, and in his best tones bade us a good ceremonies to which sho had been subjected, And if anglers of the middle and poorer classes
A thousand miles a minute 1
stage coach—one, in short, who deserves a his east. Tho remainder of his walk was on the morning, though we smiled in return, and and had flung herself on a sofa to rest. There could have their amusements interfered with by
This wond'rous car keeps rolling on
torian. Now do not think you see him, dear side of the road back to Alderbrook. By this bowed, and said good morning, too, the embar was something like vexation, with a slight dash legislative enactment for the prevention of Sun
With all its land and ocean,
of merriment in it, on her countenance when day angling, such is the paramount influence of
reader, before I begin, and so place before your means Niokey Ben made himself visible in the rassment was all on our side.
The engineer is never gone
How stupid, exclaimed Ada, as soon as be more visitors were announced, and we saw it in this sport, that many artizans and others would
mind’s eyes a little spare cunning, smooth course of the morning to ull ttie villagers who
Or varies in his motion.
a moment, and saw, too, how infinitely amusing neglect their work, a t a great los9 to their em
tongued fox of an attorney, whom it will bo my chose to look at him ; aud many were the im was out of bearing.
pertinent little misses whose giddy eyes took
Who ! we or Nickey Ben ?
to one as young as ourselves must have been the ployers and their own families, in order to have
bounden duty to demolish.
No “ running fast, no“ running slow,”
Both, I think. Here wo have lost a morning day’s grave formalities. I do not think we a day’s angling.
the measure of his waisted coat, and feast
A
face
like
a
wedge,
made
to
force
its
way
No bursting of the boiler,
A scene that actually occurred in the Homerthrough the world, eyes like black beans a boil - ed their lovo of fun on his his heavy boots, with nap, got our dresses draggled with dew, and smiled, at least more than was proper—we cer
Nothing to pay, of all who go
______
their clumsy shape, and the iron nails in their turned the laugh of everybody against us, (for tainly spoke as the deacon himself might have ton Marshes, may illustrate this fact. A man
ing in
milk, and a steps like a cat’s—
No one e’er gave a dollar.
Not a bit of it. Oh, no ! you do not see our heels, and mimicked his gait, and talked mock- nobody will ever believe we came for straw ber spoken ; but, somehow, (and I shall always put was at the above spot angling, when a gentle
No upward grade, no downward grade,
ingly of the piles of pennies in his coffers.— ries,) ju st for the sake of hearing a stupid old implicit faith in Mesmerism therefore,) the lady manly person approached, and the following
lawyer
No stopping at the station,
Benjamin Nichols, or Nickey Ben, as he has Everybody despised Ben Nichols, and yet he had Jew of a fellow, who ought to have had that became aware of the presence of sympathy and colloquy ensued :—
Cause for repair has not been made
never,
like many an honorable man, defrauded new wig of his when we wero in our cradles, appreciation, and her pretty, childish face grew
Gentleman—“ Good afternoon, friend. Have
been irreverently re-baptised by some wag,—
Since the all-w ise creation.
with the consent of everybody, has a voice—oh the widow of her dues, or been a canker on the remind us that we are young ladies. Come Fan bright with its expression of frank pleasure.— you had any snort ?’
we
may
as
well
go
home
and
take
a
dish
of
cofi
orphan’s
birthright
;
he
had
never
taken
a
pen
ADgler—“ Not much sir , only these.’
Not a word had been spoken but strictly cere
such a voice! tho north wind is an infant's
Since time began, ne’er left the track,
Gentleman—‘How long have yon been at i t !’
monial ones ; but there was a shining out of tho
whisper to it—stands very nearly six feet in bis ny that was not justly bis own ; but he had nev feo upoD it.
Or called for wood or water,
With a dozen berries eaclt ?
Angler—“ Ever since four o’clock this morn
heart upon the face, and we ail comprehended
stockings, and is of dimensions never scoffed at. er given away or waisted, or bartered without
No switching off, no running back,
ing.’
due
consideration,
even
the
hundredth
part
of
We
will
hide
the
baskets
in
the
grass,
and
the
delicate
pantomime.
So
we
drew
up
our
In
good
sooth,
th
at
brawny
arm
might
have
Collisions cause no slaughter,
say wo came out for the beoefit of the dew, to chairs, forming a closo group, and—where is
Gent—‘W hat are you * Any trade ?’
wielded tho genuine old Scottish claymore by the smallest coin current.
Because the track is always clear.
The littlo brown cottage occupied by tho wid brighten our complexions. But I will never ever the use of confining the tongue after one
Angler—‘Yes ; a weaver, sir.’
the side of Robert Bruce, and other worthies of
The watchmen never slumber,
Gent.—‘W hat can you earn a day at your
the times that were, and never have been a- ow and her son was never visited by the vil- laugh again about Nickey Ben, not even his has used a more expressive language :—we were
No train behind we ever fear,
u
le t*
walk
and
his
bow.
We
are
the
simpletons.
liagers
;
for
the
old
lady
had
no
interest
in
com
friends
and
confidants,
past
recall,
and
we
were
i
trade
•’
shamed of the muscles in it. Nickey Ben, how
Obstructions ne’er encumber.
Could you have seen, dear reader, the expres children enough to trust each other as wiser
_
Angler—‘
lAbout 7s.’
ever, was reserved for more elegant diversions mon with them ; her ‘ boy ’ was the centre of all
sion
of
amused
vexation
on
the
face
of
Ada
Gent.—‘
Have you no work at home ?’
her
thoughts,
wishes
and
affections,
and
his
do
The signal lights we oft descry,
people never trust. We talked of Alderbrook,
than ho wing off men’s heads, and slicing down
Angler—‘Yes sir, plenty.’
But no alarming token ;
their shoulders ; and he rewarded fate for her ings their circumference. But she did not doat Palmer ! Somebody that carries a more skilful aud the people in it, and made plans for the
‘ W hat are those fish worth !’
They glitter in the evening sky,
flattering favors to himself by entering with as other mothers do. She did not oiler his head pencil than Fanny Forrester should have been summer, and laughed and chatted on till the
Angler— -I cannot say, sir ; no great deal.’
And dance with joy unbroken.
great zest into the spirit which governs the mod a resting place when he came home wearied, these to sketch it; aud then I would havo made twilight grew very gray ; and then we begged of
Gent.—• But suppose when you go home, if
No application of the brakes,
ern world. In place of such boisterous cries as and endeavor, by presenting pleasant subjects, interest to present it to you among other gems our new acquaintance not to send for lights, and
Reversing of the motion,
threatened to go away if she did, and spoke and you were to offer these fish for sale, what would
A Bruce ! A Bruce . A R ichard! A Richard ! or to divert bis mind from tbe toils and cares of of art beautifying Graham.
Ada and I did not go to Strawberry Hill again qcted in all respects like privileged friends. So they letch!’
No fear of telegraph mistakes,
Beau- sc a n t! he slipped his fingers quietly in the the day; but she inquired after bis clients, what
Angler—(laughing)—‘ Oh, I do not think
No sound to mar devotion.
bottom of his eelskin purse, laid his thumb business had coino to him since the morning, in the morning; and in a few day I began to ob she sat down by us again, and the pensiveness
against the pillars, and his fore-finger against how the matters of yesterday were adjusted, serve that her belleship took a deal of oxtra pains of the hour mellowed our gaiety into something they would sell for a sixpense.’
So silently the vast machine
Gent.—‘ Indeed. Do you see yonder house ?
the kingly head upon the sixpences there ; and how much money they bad brought him.— to avoid, without downright incivility, peering no less happy, but a little holier, And then
Obeys the laws of Heaven,
while his eyes twinkled, and his features worked Sometimes a vague suspicion entered the mind the lawyer in the street. Next it was rumored sweet Mrs. Nichols told us something of herself. That is a mad-house; put up your tackle a 9 fast
The movement is not felt or seen,
iu a way fully to prove his loyalty to that little of poor Nickey Ben that he was not living to the throughout the village that Nickey Ben had She was an orphan, not yet out of mourning, as you can, for it the master or any of tho keep
Nor jar or tumult given,
pieces of coin, and his determination to die, if best purpose ; that there was something other called a t Deacon Palmer’s, next that he was in and that was why she wore no bridal ornaments ers see you, they will lock you up as a mad
“ Through tickets” only we can have—
men enjoyed which he did n o t; sometimes lie the habit of calling frequently, and finally that Sho talked of her mother—how she had faded man.’
need be, in the services of the fam ily.
No others to be taken ;
The gentleman thon walked rapidly aw ay.—
Nickey Ben’s boyhood was none ol the easiest. even fe lt the dog like treatment which ho re lie us often as twico a week spent an entire cven- day by day; and how she had laid her thin hand
W hether we live or fill the grave,
Ho never laid his head on a pillow of down, poor ceived at the hands of his fellows ; but then, there. B ut I chanced to be in possesoion of a lovingly upon the forehead of her only child, Vcry soon alter, the angler was rather startled
The motion will not slacken ;
by
seeiug two men issue from the house and ap
boy! nor had a softer covering than a heavy with a hard drawn breath, he would repeat to secret of which the villagers were ignorant. I and talked to her of tho dark, dark future, when
patchwork quilt, stuffed with cotton—indeed, it himself, hereafter—hereafter ! and go on his suppose it is a wellknown fact that country peo there would be a coffin and a heap of earth be proach him hastily; they inquired if he had seen
But takes us on with lightning speed,
used to bo shrewdly suspected by some inquiei way perseveringly. Thus year in, year out. ple cannot be ‘ not a t home ’ with impunity, tween them two—and, as she talked and wept, a gentleman pass, describing him, and if so,
Nntil we reach the station,
Which stands say Faith and hope agreed,
tive neighbors, th at even the quilt was some Benjamin Nichols breathed his proportion of like dwellers in the town ; so Nickey Ben’s tre wo wept too, as though the loss had been our which way, and told him that tho gentleman
A t portals o f salvation.
Was a lunatic, who had escaped.
times lacking, and that young Nickey might air, and filled his proportion of spaco, until he mendous knock was always a signal lor Ada's own.
“ Free pass” each traveller awaits—
*
Tho angler pointed out the way the gentle'Then she told of a kind man who came to
Observing rules to win it,
have rolled up his day-wearables to rest his head reached life’s moridian height, and travelled the slipping through the back door and bounding
Soon shall we reach those pearly gates—
______
________________
he acted, and how man had gone, und he was soon captured. The
distanco of live years on the downward slope ; across the clover field to Underhill. It was a them and how ogenerously
upon.
However
that
might
be
the
Widow
Nich
A thousand miles a minute !
ols managed to keep up appearances to the level and then, all al a sudden, a ebango came o’er disagreeable state of things—very, and Ada de nobley promisedT and ho"w she had loved him master of tho establishment went out and thankof humble respectability ! and, though she and tho spirit of his selfiseness. The widow was clared she would never return a bachelor’s smile t'rom tho first moment, though it was a long ed fl,e angler for the information he had given,
T h o F lo w e r s a t D in n e r .
her daughter Betsy and her son Ben might all alarmed, und interposed her maternal authority again till she had first asked his intentions. But time betore she dreamed of becoming his wife. "J'i'-'h led to the capture of his patient, and seebo 'va3 poor, made him a present for the ashave breakfasted on a smaller allowance than —then reasoning—then entreaty ; but it was the lawyer was on the shady side of forty, aud And then she smiled, and blushed, und looked,
I had been upon the deck for, perhaps,
would havo served Squire Riedel for lunch, not useless. The sceptre had passed from her hand he iiad now no time to lose in chasing the but hulf frightened, as though doubting if she had sist ince lie had rendered, when tho anglor rehalf an hour, watching the city we had just
not
said
too
much.
But
we
toid
her
we
were
Peu‘ed
the conversation, that had taken place,
terfly
caprices
of
a
spoiled
belle
;
So
he
decided
an intimation to that effect ever crossed the lips —her reign was at an end.
left as it grew smaller in the distance, until 1
glad that Mr. Nichols had been so kind ; and and it found its way into ‘Examples of the Lucid
One day the village was thrown into great on a single hold stroko.
of ono of the family. Nothing about them be
could only see the tall, slender spires, send
The two evenings formerly spent with good that was touching tho right chord. Oh ! so intervals of Insane Persons.’
spoke the meagre fare, unless it was the meagre amazement by the report that Mrs. Nichols and
ing up through the summer morning their
~
—- ------------Irarne ; the preponderance of bone and sinew her son had taken seats in the eastern stage Deacon Palmer (and very often whole day and kind ! we could know nothing of it. Her poor
*
*
*
*
*
#
C h u f a s o r E a r t h A lm o n d s ,
sign of heaven: and I had at last turned
over flesh and quick blood. If you would see coach, lor the old lady had not been out of Al nights) were now devoted to tho study of archi mother had blessed him with her last breath,
It
is
autumn.
The
little
Bernard
stood
tecture,
and
he
could
talk
of
nothing
(Nickey
derbrook,
and
the
lawyer
never
moved
but
a
t
a
the really suffering poor, do not go to the
and had said that ho was certainly sent of God.
The editor of the Alabama Cotton Planter
from watching all these to the blue waters of
.
..
the Sound, as they lay throbbing under the watching at the open window, when a car wretched hovel where famine dwells confessedly business call. The matter was a nino day’s Ben had really become a conversationist) but She did not know that the world contained such ,,
cottages, beautiful country residences, good people before—he had done everything lor UH “ ,ves 13 esl’erlence w ltb one of the articles
clear sky, while the prow of our steamer riage drove hastily to the door and Gerard and poverty draws the outlines of its own quaint wonder, and scarcely grew stale afterwards.— Grocian
and
such
like
subjects
to
mako
rustics
stare,
her—and
now
he
had
brought
her
to
such
a
seQt
out
of
tho Patent Office:
Two,
three
and
four
weeks
passed,
aud
finally,
figure
on
lintel
and
casement,
but
turn
to
those
cut a white wound deep in their heart, as stepped from it, holding in his hand a small who are ashamed to say they want; whose brows late of a Saturday night, the stage brought back from morning to dew fall. And Nickey Ben sweet homo—it was fit for a princess. Shecould
‘ We have many inquiries as to the value of
tin box.
she swept proud and graceful on her way.
knit while their lips sm ile; who, wearing the the unusual travellers. The news soon spread was not one to talk in vain. A fine meadow on uever thank him enough, and (blushing again) this crop; some express fears that the nuts can
‘ Oh, there is father ! There is father !’ pinched look, find their cares increased by labor through the village, coupled with rumors of a the west of Alderbook, w ithout a stone upon it love him enough—all she could do would be to never be eradicated. We have not tested them
Suddenly a cry startled me from my rev
erie—the soft, pleased, cooing cry of a little he exclaimed.
ing always for its concealment. There is pover wonderous matamorphose. Indeed, it was re and so smooth and even that a Y’ankee would watch carefully that no trouble came to him long enough to know whether they Can be or
Then the three children rushed from the ty unmitigated—unmitigated by the hope of ported that tho widow and her son could scarce have invented a machino for mowing it at a sin which she could charm away, and to study his not; for our own part we hope they cannot._
child ; and turning quickly, 1 saw it reach
ing out its fat, dimpled arms to a string of room and threw their arms around him say human sympathy; a thing, however, which galls ly bo recognized by those who had been accus gle slice, without grazing the earth, was Dually wishes always—but th at would be no return— We know them to be the most valuable crop
sereeted and purchased of its owner. And now could we think of anything she could do more ? for fattening hogs that can bo grown. We last
tomed to seeing them every day.
oltcner than it soothes.
tri-eolored beads which flashed in the light, ing—
All Sunday morning, not an eye in church came parties of workmen and loads of lumber, There was a well known step on the stairs, and year put a lot ot half-starved hogs upon an acre
I do not know that the Widow Nichols be
‘ Oh, wo are so glad to see you, father,
as its mother held them before its eyes.
and tbe beautiful meadow was turned into a the face of the pretty young wife lighted up of them, und never saw pigs improve as fast.—
but
was
prone
to
wander
to
the
pew
where
sat
longed
entirely
to
tho
above
mentioned
class—
It was a pretty babe, probably some eight you have been so long away!’
I rather thing that if she did, she main the Nicholses—they could not help i t ; who scene of wild confusion. But it was a confusion with animation , so we pressed her bright lips As the hogs rooted upon them, the chickens for‘ And I am very glad to see you, too, my indeed,
months old, with small ringlets of saffron
tained the character on a particularly small could blumo them ? The enormous bonnet, of that had the dem ents of order in it, for there like old friends, and promising to *come again sook the home lot for the chuf'a patch, and fattening faster than we ever knew them on corn,
hair, and rosy, thick, dimpled cheeks, and children, and all looking so well,’ replied scale ; she was seldom pinched iu her allowance a rusty black, that the old lady had worn ever soon arose in the centre of the green a most to-morrow,’ turned away.
their
father,
as
he
bent
forward
and
gave
It was very lato th at night before Ada and 1 and the flavor of their flesh was delicious. We
of eatables more than euough to give her a good since the day of their daughter’s fu n eral; the graceful structure, which bands a plenty were
blue eyes; and it was dressed very tastefully
employed
in
adorning.
No
fault
could
be
found
parted,
for
the
gentle
guileless
stranger
had
took the hogs off in tho early spring, and now
them
each
a
kiss.
scant,
old
fashioned
gown,
with
its
gored
skirt,
appetite,
and
never
laid
claim
to
anything
high
in its sky-blue cloak, and white hat, arouud
it. i t was simple and convenient, and ex grown quite to our hearts, and we talked over find a splendid stand of chufa on the Bame
Cousin Jacob Reimer and his wife now er than respectable industrious independence.— waist of a finger’s length, and sleeves nearly with
which was tastefully wound a white plume.
quisitely beautiful ; and well might it lie, for her prospects with doubt and trembling. But ground. Should they do as well this season as
Tho
good
widow
was
a
genuine
worker
;
and,
as
meeting
in
the
hack
;
and
the
thin
shawl,
em
The mother was a young, short, pale, and approached to welcome him, and be inquired industrious, clever women usually have some broidered all over with darns, and always bear Nickey’s purso hud paid fur the taste which (here was no need. Lovo had been dew and last, they will prove invaluable. Many conlound
quite pretty woman. She was dressed plain of each of them how the children had be littlo ioiblo, sho could not be expected to be ex ing tho print of the smoothing iron, were dis planned, as well as the labor which reared it.— nhunshino to the delicate plant, and now the them with the grass-nut; they belong to the
ly, and 1 saw at once she had expended her haved during his absence.
empt. It was, accordingly reported at Alder- placed by articles richer than any shopkeeper in And the lawyer rubbed his hands right gleeful very consciousness on the part of Benjamin same family, but in the growth they are not at‘ Oh, they have been very good boys,’ he bjook, that, during the lifetime of the elder Alderbrook would venture to purchase. Every ly when people praised his cottage, and blessed Nicblos that ho Could not understand nor fully all alike. The chufa forms its nut near the surtaste and limited means upon her child’s
himself th at lie was rich. The cottage was appreciate her, only made him worship her the face, generally not more than two inches below,
replied.
Benny, (who, by tho way, was a remarkable body was amazed ; almost every body felt in 
dress, rather than her own.
They all now entered the house. Gerard shiftless man,) this ‘ crown to her husband ’ clined to sm ile: a great many touched their finally finished, and then more than one bead more. He had sought hei to please himself; he When tho stalk is pulled up before it has dried,
When 1 first her, she was playing with her
was
employed in furnishing it. - Marble, and was interested by her gentle sweetness, and her nearly all the nuts come with it. Therefore we
neighbors
on
the
arm
,
and
indicated
by
some
was,
to
all
intents
and
purposes,
the
head
of
the
child, using a thousand mother arts and de Steiiner then placed the tin box that he held family; and, iu her love of rule, not unfrequenc- slight gesture the direction that the eye should rose-wood, and mahogany, and Brussels and gratitude touched a chord in bis bosom that bad think that it is easily rooted out, if it is desiravices to interest and amuse i t ; but as the in his hand upon the table, and, taking a ly drove from the duor the head which she should take; and a few of tbe least reverent in the con Turkey, and crimson damask, and chandeliers, never before been stirred—it reached below tho ble to do so. We look npon it as the greatest
baby’s eyes became fastened on some glitter small key from his pocket, opened it, and havo graced, with such weapons as the broom giegation whispered. Bless me ! how young the and other words belonging to the vocabulary of encrusting selfishness of a life time. He had acquisition introduced by the Patent Office.’
.__________________ _
ing object at a distance, an axious thought drew from thence the last will and testament and the poker. But old Benny was ‘ gathered Widow Nichols looks ? And they had reason, Nickey Ben ; and, after talking for a proper never loved anything before, and now his lovo
to his fathers,’ and the sceptre remained undis for the old lady seemed to have taken a new time, ho set out, with a paid friend at his elbow became idolatry. All this was so new and
D i ff er enc e in W i v e s — T wo weeks since we
fulness came into tbe jpother’s face, and her of his brother Bernard Steimer.
lor
New
York.
All gazed sadly upon the old man, as with puted in the hands of the widow; Aud now, lease ol life, as Brussels laces and fashionable
strange that he seemed to himsell a freahhearted were riding in the cars, when a gentleman came
mind seemed to wander off from the blue
By this time gossiping neighbors began to boy, just beginning the world ; just learning the and spoke to a lady directly in front of us, who
bonnets will meddle with Time’s pencil though
indeed, she wielded it to good purpose.
trembling hands he unrolled it and said—
water’s and the gracetul steamer^
Betsy was older than young Ben, old enough they cannot stay his seytho. But the widow a t measure mentally and with their tongues, the alphabet of life, such as God intended we should was seated beside a sickly man, whom we
•
I
had
the
sad
pleasure
of
closing
my
Somehow, I felt interested in the young!
to do a deal of work ; aud it was soon decided tracted a very small share of attention in coin- depth of his purse, venturing surmises concern have i t ; und he turned to his unsuspected
was her husband. The conversation
mother and her child. Perhaps it was be-1 brothers eyes in peace and of laying his re in the mind of the widow th a t the daughter puriou with her son. Every thing about him ing its exhaustion ; but they had forgotton the teacher with new devotion every hour. xVh ! thought
turned upon the health of her companion, who
cause there were but few passengers on! mains in their last resting place. In this should sacrifice herself to the son’s advancement, was new—tho cut of his coat had changed his quiet little streams which keep the ocean full, what a feeling of self-respect came with the was vidently a consumptive,
board and most of these were below in the will he bequeaths the whole of his property l’o be sure, Betsy was a girl after the mother’s figure completely, and the inward hilarity con and the lawyer had good reason to smile at certainty that she, at least, preferred himself to
‘ L ist winter,’ 9aid she, ‘ I went to Kansas
to the one that I shall decide has made the own heart, industrious and pains taking, and sequent upon emancipation from the slavery of their surmises. Nickey Ben's next extravagance his riches ; th at, were he a beggar, she would witii him. The winter before we spent in Flori
saloon.
was a carriage—a ‘ splendid affair ’— with all be the same, and how trivial appeared his pos da ; and now wo arc thinking of removing to
peuny
counting,
had
changed
his
face
so
th
at
he
best
use
of
the
handful
of
grain
that
I
gave
Ben
was
rather
inclined
to
saunter
in
his
fatliAt last I approached her. “ How happy
footsteps, hut the widow was of the opin was really handsome. 'B u t there was another the belongings necessary and unnecessary, by no sessions in comparison with tiiu pearl that he Wis. ODsin or Minnesota, for the benefit of his
each of you before I left home. Let me now
your baby looks this morning, ma’am.”
ion th at the bent twig might be braced and thing which aided the transformation of the means omitting the ‘ gentlemau ’ to hold the iiad a t first sought only to adorn them.
h ealth .‘
She smiled back, pleasantly. “ Yes; he j hear, my children,’ he added, *what you strengthened
: and, after all, it must be owned face not a little. The short, coarse hair, stand ribbons. This last was a master stroke of policy
The m cra!! Nay, reader mine, you had no
The gentleman expressed some thoughts relahave done with it.’
is taking his first journey to-day.”
and
by
the
way,
0
ye
half
despairing
half
hoping
out
from
his
head
like
tbe
quills
of
a
porcu
that a 60n may be tbe making of a family ; while
promiso ot that, it is scarcely fair to attem pt five to her hardships in thus going away from
‘ I,’ said Adolphus, ‘ have saved mine.— tbe daughter only holds a candle to him. Ben’s pine, lmd been turned by some magic, into lux.
lovers, take the advice of ono who has a to turn a lady s boudoir into a laboratory. I Her home and friends, and traveling so much
In a little while, the little woman and I
had grown very well acquainted. I had I put it in a small wooden box, in a dry education was the tiling to be accomplished, and uriant curls smooth and glossy and black as the right to know the heel of Achilles in a woman’s have a little garden—a very little c n e ; and I abroad.
learned too something of her history ; that place, and it is just as fresh as the day that Betsy and Betsy’s mother heeded neither aching wing of a raven, straying back from his fore heart, and when every thing else fails, set up a will gather you boquets from it of such flowers ; • O !’ she replied, • I do not mind that a t all;
eyes nor aching lingers while earning, stitch by head as though too much a t home tliero to think carriage. I t was really provoking to see the as 1 can cultivate, begging you kindly to fling if |,u can onlv regain his health. 1 like New
she was the wife of a young mechanic, re you gave it to me,’
‘ My son, said the father, in a stern voice, stitch, tho scanty pittaneo which was to make of a belter resting place. Those beautiful curls! lawyer whirl through the streets, his lino blood- aside the weeds, and forgive the oversight oi England better than any other part of the connsiding in the city we had left, to whom she
the son and brother great. Ben was indolent, Why, there was not a young beau iu tho village horses prancing, his harness glittering sweeping their admission But I am only a florist, aud i try. lor it is homo ; but I am willing to live anyhad been married about two years, and that ‘you have laid by the grain, and what hath hut
ho was grateful ish ; and when beth o u g h t who would have ventured to show bis bead be the air with such conscious, indisputable supe have no skill in the arts of chemical analysis and 1where for his sake.’
she was now on a visit of a week to her it profited thee? Nothing? So it is with of the two busy needles, the scanty board and side them. And really, Nickey Ben was a fine riority with nobody younger and fairer than the combination. Accept then my simple offering 1 Her husband made uo reply as he heard these
mother in New York, who was an invalid, wealth. Hoard it, and it yieldeth neither hard lied a t Alderbrook, he would have had looking man—quito the gentlem an—with noth widow by his side—it was tantalizing, many a of flowers, since these perishable things are all words, but volumes were in his eyes. Tho inciprofit no comfort. And you, Henry,’ he con more than human selfishness to neglect his stud ing exceptional about him, from kid gloves to pretty belle was heard to acklowledge that if I have, and fling them into your own alembic, i dent, however did not paticularly impress us
and had never seen the child.
“ Grandma will be very proud of my tinued, ‘ what have you done with your hand ies and waste his time. Ben did not, however, French boots, even tho tie of his cravat was they wore Ada Palmer it would be very tempt Thought their life pass with my own summer, 1 until we stopped at a station about a half hour
believe that gratitude precluded yawning, and as commeil fuut. We watched h im -A d a Palmer ing. To be sure the lino carriage in our muddy would fain hope th at some heart may thus ex : afterwards. Then a friend entered tho car and
boy,” said tbe young mother ; and 0 , what ful ?’
‘ I ground it to flour, father, and had a the difference between skimming over a book and aud 1—after the services were over, as he tuck uneven streets looked a littlo like a Canary bird tract a perlume, that will lie upon it when the to k a seat by our side. He was troubled with
a glance of proud tenderness she bent on
into it bad never been made quite clear ed his mother under his arm, not very gently, in a quagmire ; but that was something that florist and her humble labors are alike forgot- bronchial aud lung difficulty, ol some years
the fair face that had nestled against her nice sweet cake made of it, which I have diving
to his perceptions, he may be forgiven for pre and strode with even more than his usual swing the elderly people could appreciate better than tenI standing. In course of conversation we recorabreast!
eaten.’
we ; and the carriage gained more respect from
ferring the first method, which, I have been told down tho street.
____________________
mended a residence in a eertuin Western State,
But a few moments later, the old thought
‘ Foolish boy !’ he replied, • and it is gone, is much in vogue now, since accomplished schol He has not been to a walking school, whisper those whose respect lie valued just now more,
j to which he replied in substance.
than even his rare cottage with its luxurious
Tiie Church Militant .— W e are informed
* i should have been three montha ago, if my
ful half-troubled look stole into her eyes having given thee but a moment's comfort ars are no longer the fashion. Ben skimmed suc ed Ada.
that iatber ft carious atfair took place the other wife had been willing to go. But all her friends
The gait was pretty much all that was left to furniture.
again. Probably she read in my face the and support. So it is with money. Spend cessfully a t college, and brought away a degree
And Ada?
day
in
a
towta
not
a
thousand
miles
from
our
are
hero in Massachusetts, and no consideration
and
the
pre
nomen
of
Nickey.
By
this
time
prove
Nickey
Ben’s
identify.
interest I did not express, for, looking up to it upon thy pleasures, they also are but for a
Oh ! Ada laughed, and jumped into her fath city* The story goes that a certain son of the could induce her to leave for a residence so far
They stop at the Sheal and Sickle, continued
me she exclaimed,
moment. The aged Gerard now turned to there was one needle less a t Alderbook. Poor Ada,
still looking alter them. I t would be er's big hay wagon, and rode wherever she chose; “ Green Isle,” of our city, who has frequently aWa y .’
Betsy had finished her work and the widow was
. “ I don’t know how my husband will wards his youngest son, and drawing him to alono.
wonderful if they had gone into the extravagance and so the laugh of the whole village was on figured in our courts in liquor cases, transported
W o looked at once a t the strange woman,
stand it, sitting down all alone to his dinner wards him said—
her side. Alas! poor Nickey B on!—-Vlas!— three barrels of the “ critter ” to the town whose conversation we cited. ‘ Noble wife,’ we
It is doubtful whether Nickey Ben would have of taking rooms thore.
to-day. Poor fellow, he never did such a
‘ What use has my little Bernard made of made much use of his lore but for tho pushing
Wonderful, indeed, but it was none tho less no, I recall the sympathy. W hat has a man above alluded to. In crossing a bridge with saiJ. • One of a thousand, doubtless, in this a
thing in his life before.”
that was still kept up by the widow; hut with true. jThe littlo brown bouse was quite too with plenty of money in his purso, and a head two of the barrels, he was confronted by the spirit of self denial for her husband’s sako.’—
the handful of grain that I gave him ?’
with plans for enjoying it, to do with sigh priest and an assistant, belonging to the town There is certainly a great difference between
“ Yes, he’ll miss you and baby, no doubt,”
The child smiled, and clasping his father’s her own single hand she put him in the way of small lor the metamorphosed lawyer; and though rife
a profession, and pushed him through into the the old lady groaned a little, and talked of ruin, ing ! The rich lawyer was not discouraged ; lie bo was entering, both armed with hatchets.— these two wives.— Happy Hume.
I answered sympathetically.
hand between his own, said—
was only disappointed ; and his most painful The Rev. Father immediately commenced an atshe
submitted
with
a
much
better
graco
than
very
bar.
I
say
she
did
it,
and
I
say
correctly
;
But here the pale face flushed into sudden
‘ Come with me, father, and I will show for, although Nickey Ben was beginning to iini- could have been expected. And now it some feeling was regret for the loss of time, lie im tack on the barrels and with “ apostolic blows
II iw to C lean F crs__ The season for wearing
gladness, “ He’ll see the flowers, anyhow !” you,’
tato her shrewdness and energy, he never would how happened th at two or three neighbors look mediately installed tho widow mistress of the and knocks,” stove in their heads und set the furs is rapidly approaching, and as doubtless
“ What flowers?”
They all followed the boy as ho led the have performed tho feat of his own accord. Of ed iu upon her, and, though the widow talked new cottage ; procuring an array of servants, “ critter ” running. A melee of course ensued many of our lady readers would be obliged to us
“ Why, the boquet I made him, just be way towards a field that belonged to his fath Nickey Ben’s legal knowledge, I say nothing ; a great deal of her son, and seemed to forget probably to gratify her love of ru lo ; and then during which his reverence floored his antago for to idling them to ■make them as new,’ we
fore we started. I set it close by his plate, er, but which was situated at some distance lor what can women know of such things? but that there was any body else worth caring for in stepped into his carriage, ho turned his horses’ nist, while his assistant was also knocked down subjoin the following directions: Strip the fur
I have heard th a t ho was not very long in ob the world, they boro with tho foible very pati heads eastward. In a few weeks lio returned in hy a companion ol our city dealer. The church, article of their stuffing and binding and lay them
too, for I knew ’twould comfort him so.— from the house.
ently. As for the son himself, he began to high spirirs ; and though he bowed to everybody however, came off victorious. The evil spirit as much as possible in a flat position. They
There were two white rose—they opened
‘ See, father !’ exclaimed the happy child; taining practico. He had a peculiar gift at pet- evince
a strong tendency to sociableness, and and smiled,, and appeared more social than ever, was “ laid ” and its owner too. The pluck of must be subjected to a very brisk brushing with
(a very essential qualification in such
yesterday after the shower—and some sweet ‘ see what has become of my handful of otii’bgiug,
u t-’o-the-way places as Alderbrook,) and great even managed to obtain an introduction to sev nobojy, not oven Ada Palmer, crossed the street his reverenco is not to be gainsayed, but wlictli a stiff clothus-biush ; after this, any moth eaten
Williams, and variegated pinks, and double grain !’ And he pointed in delight towards professional acumen, for ho suufl'ed a case in every eral ladies of tho village, individuals who had to avoid meeting him.
or this taking tho law into his own hand is com parts must bo cut out and be neatly replaced by
ladyslippers—the whole looked so pretty; a corner of the field where grew the tall, fresh breeze th at visited him ; and kindly point grown up around him entirely unobserved be Spring came in trippingly, full of playful mendable we do not undertake to say.—Port new bits of fur to match. Sable, chinchilla,
freaks aud sweet caprices; and beforo many buds land Advertiser.
and I placed cm’ in my blue china vase ; slender grain, which, laden with its golden ed out to bis neighbors insults and abuses which fore.
j squirrel, fitch, &c., should be treated as follows:
-----------------------------, Warm a quantity of new bran in a pan, taking
Ono bright morning Ada Palmer and I were had opened, the lawyer’s carriage had whirled
and he’ll be so surprised and pleased, when ears, waved and rustled beneath the gentle they would never have seen but by the help of
him away from Alderbrook. Wo wero on the
superior
discernment.
No
quarrel
was
so
small
out
with
our
baskets,
despite
tho
littlo
night
A I nportant M rdical F act—S uicide Averted caro tb:lt *t aloes not burn, to prevent which ic
he comes home to dinner, and finds ’em close breezes.
qni five. Who was to be mistress ol the beau by M eans of A rtificial R espiration . —Several! mus* ”C actively stirred. V\ hen well warmed,
but
bo
found
room
to
thrust
in
a
linger
;
no
jewellers
th
a
t
had
left
a
string
of
diamonds
on
by his plate, and he’ll know who put ’em
The aged Gerard smiled, and resting his
so contemptible but the salt of the law, every grass blado; and it chanced to be precise tiful cottage ? how looked she ? was she old or days ago a well-known citizen attempted to rub ft tlioroughly into tho fur with the hand ;
there, won’t he baby ?”
hand upon Bernard’s head, said, ‘You have mattor
applied by Nickey Ben, preserved and dignified ly the hour that the lawyer was iu tho habit of young? pretty or plain? Of course she would
suicide by taking laudanum. He swal- roPei1? tbla
or tb ree times ; then shake the
There were tears in the litfle woman’s done well, my sou. You sowed the grain in it into something to stay on men’s memories; crossing Strawberry Hill. I will not assert that lie purse bound, for who would marry Nickey commit
lowed about two ounces and a half. As soon as fur, and give it another sharp brushing, until
eyes. I think there were in my own, too, the earth, and it has brought thee forth a and no coin was so trifling but our lawyer es we were ignorant of this peculiar habit of his, Ben but for his money ?—and she would be vul the fact became known medical aid was called free from dust W lute furs, ermine, &c. may
as I looked on her with a new reverence, bountiful harvest. To you must I award my teemed it worth a full hour’s battering. His nor that our glances were all directed to the gar showv—aud nobody would like her—that in. the stomach-pump and other appliances be cleaned as follows; Lay the tur on the table,
and thought how her husband was a rich brother’s fortune.—Use it as wisely as you pillow was now as bard, aud bis dinner as light knoll spotted over with crimson, while ho passed was certain. But the satisfactory certainty did made, but seemingly all in vain. All hope of aad rub •« well with bran made moist with warm
curiosity.
averting death was at last given up bv those in water; rub until quite dry, and afterwards with
man. No matter if he did earn his daily have the handful of grain. Neither hoard as in boyhood ; but it was no longer from ne along the edge of the woods; theBe are irrelevant notItsilence
was ouuuuy
Sunday morning
and u.u.j,
every I.u
iid was | .
U.UL..U- ,; ™
1”
s
several hours afrer the ne dry bran, lh e wet bran should be put on with
bread by the sweat of bis brow, no wealth it up nor spend it merely upon thine own cessity. Ben was economical. Sorno said bo matters. But it chanced that the bachelor law up in as
Alderbrook; for the lawyer had returned ■
physician of the family arrived AanneL and the dry with apiece of book muswas mean, penurious ; men spoke of him with a yer, aftor walking over the top of tho fence like
would buy that little wife of his, with her pleasures, but bestow it upon the fatherless curling lip, and not a Binglo woman knew him. an emperor, came with his swinging person, and with his bride.
rihhnns and lace, wh‘IH* I but too late, as was supposed, to do any good. I
,,i .ha
fr>«, m addition to the above,
true, faithful, loving heart; and though he and widow, upon the little ones of Christ, and But w hat was all this to Nickey B on1 He was long, hasty strides, to the very part of the hill
Now for velvets and
,r t
idacew hera she Th« thought struck him, however, of testing th e ! 9l'“uld. ba
rubbeU »>«* “ aS°es.a, or a piece
had neither lands, nor gold, nor any other H e shall remember it with a plenteous re effectually aroused ftom his boyish indolence, where we were demurely engaged in picking ber pered Ada Palmer, thou;igh in a pluco where she _ .
“f
, ro •
follv uf bouk
after the bran process. Fu
oYstranguia^io^by^wliuer artf uaually much ‘mpwved by stretching, which
possession, was he not rich with her ?
ward.’
and he was determined to be rich—rich—Ricu ! ries, like two sensible, industrious girls, and— siio should^not have whispered, as she caught a j
‘
. .
1 n
..
....»« k.. munnnA^ ,* luilun,* • Ta n
„ r -.-re
The word had been dinned in his ear by his did you ever see a glowing sunlight bursting glance of Nickey Betr s carriago from the win-1 He proceeded
And then, I thought, as I went down
immediately to w ork,and soon be- j
b“ “ anaRed
’ T° a P '^ ° f aoft
1
.
J „.
T7i
w iifpr n.m1
onnflPR a t niufc iiiqanlvcwi • w ith
dow.
mothor until lie knew all the changes th at could from the edges of a black Btorm cloud * Then
,
, gan to perceive symptoms of improvement. En water add three ounces of salt, dissolved ; with
stairs to rejoin the friends I had left too long,
A contemporary, noticing the appointment
The next moment every eye in tho churcn was ; “our!V,edi |1Q iai,ored on, assisted by medical this solution sponge the inside of the skin (tak
how many women are on earth who would of a friend as postmaster says :—“ if he at possibly be ruog upou i t ; and no slavery was you may have some faint notion of the magical
too abject to be made a stepping stone to the efl'ect of a smile on such a face us Nickey Ben’s. turned to the door, and the lawyer opened it ,rUntlL" lli:n, and in the course of nino hours suc- ing care not to wet the fur) until it becomes
never think of placing a boquet of flowers tends to the mails as well as he does to the golden
throne which he saw in the far off future. Who could resist it? Not Ada Palmer, or her und entered. That his bride! or hadtbe littlo £eej e(] ja restorin'* the unfortunate man. The thoroughly saturated ; then lay it carefully on a
to cheer their husband’s lonely dinner-hour— females, he will make a very attentive and Not that Ben Nichols sold his soul to Mammon; friend Fanny. 1 much doubt if the lawyer had white violet nestled in tho moss by the brook intended suicide is now well. The entire suc- buurd, with the fur side downward, in its n atur
wives whose homes might be adorned with efficient officer.”
he sacrificed his manliness and independence to ever been smiled upon before, or had ever heard side stolen a pulse from tho grass, and a form Cess of the experiment is worthy tho attention al position, then stretch as much as it will bear
and to tho required shape, and fasten with small
every grace, and filled with every luxury,
—public opinion. You do not see how it is, dear a voice softer than his mother’s for his face was from the guardians th at bend over it in the night of tho faculty— Cincinnati Times.
You
can’t
fill
a
man
as
you
fill
up
a
pitcher.
tacks. Tho drying may be quiokoned by plac
full of a pleased, bashful wonder. We had sup time? Where had Nickey Ben found that pure
reader. I will show you.
and who yet found in fashion, and display,
He will always hold
ing tho skin about six or eight inches from the
living
dew
drop
?
and
how
came
it
in
his
posses-1
posed,
wnen
placing
ourself
in
Nickey
Ben's
Years
went
by,
and
our
Lawyer
became
Auld
and frivolity, their only life! and who cared
A little more gold,
Nickey B en ; though his head had a less weight path, th at if his new humor should lead him to sion?0 Tbe sweet bride opened hor innocent blue ; a C u r io sit v . —We find in an exchange tho fire or stove.—Exchange.
not, in their mad pursuit for these baubles,
And never so rich he wouldn’t be richer.
of time upou it, then his appearance indicated. notice us, he would consider us as little children eyes as she entered ; and then immediately the 1following singular couplet, in which a part of
whether their homes were made bright and
The Farkerites (a spurious sort ol Baptists)
But ho was as plodding, as careful, as penur with whom ha might frolic, if he choso. and for long lashes drooped over them, and rested meek- the letters do double service ;
holy with sweet affections and gentle cares.
built a church, twenty years ago, in Coles Coun
ly ou the dainty pillow below, and with a sta rt
cur
f
b
d
dis
and
p
Tho Americans of Victoria asked permission ious as ever. Everybody said that lie was a con a frolic we were fully prepared. But not so—
ty 111., and so decided it that if there was ever
Miserable husbands wedded unto miserable
led, timid look, sho instinctively drow a little A
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Lifo
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to rear a liberty pole, to which they would put
allowed within its walls a temperance lecture,
nearer her husband. It would havo required an
women.
bles fr
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and
ag
the star spangled flag. The request was in stan t him as a detestable miser. Yet do not think for had been a sober, earnest term to him thus far
a Bible society meeting, a missionary meeting,
The poor toiling mechanic, w ith his little ly declined. “ W ell,” said the crowd, “ le t's a moment th at Nickey was a thin, cadaverous and now he was as sober and as earnest in look Amazon to meet the stare of that surprised con
Two men swapped wives near Danville, V t., or a Sunday School, the title was forfeited and
wife, had found a treasure th a t lies not in raise a pole and stick the flag of all nations up man, with a face the color of his gold, and ing for pleasure ns be bad ever been in looking gregation. And she was a simple lovely creafell back to the original owner. Ten year9 since
ture,
just
emerged
from
childhood
;
a
yet
unfoldlately,
the
one
who
had
the
best
claiming
and
for
rnonoy.
Now
he
was
a
rich
man
he
would
your lands your gold, nor your costly hous on it.” And so they did what they said they shoulders graced with a consumptive curve—ho
od bud th a t the breeze had never kissed, nor the received two bushels and a half of potatoes os its pulpit became vacant for want of hearers,
would do, and a petticoat waved from the Liber was anything but that. I think, .however, I pay for his enjoyments, and should he stoop to
es. — Arthur's Magazine.
and now the 9heep and swine sleep there.
sun
rifled
of
a
single
sweet.
Had
money
bought
boot.
have belore mentioned bis physical capabilities. pick up those which the beggar might possess?
ty pole!
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each of these extremes; therefore, Ourtown must
F a t a l D is a s te r a t S ea ,
T h e B o b in s o n S is t e r s .
O F F IC IA L V O T E .
L IM E , W O O D & C A SK M A R K E T
be the shire-town. This is the preliminary
N ew Y o r e , N ov . 7. Ship F. B. C utting, at
These ladieB, who are just presenting them
A ugusta, N ov. 4. 1858.
Reported for the Gazette, by
The stenmshig America, from Liverpool 23d
movement, the propriety of which must be af selves before the public as vocalists, and who
The Governor and Council have counted and ult., airived at Hulilax a t midnight on Wednes this port from Liverpool, reports : Oct. 30, lat.
A L D E N U L M E R , I nspector .
41, Ion. 65, spoke barque Mary Stewart, of
terwards maintained by the best show of argu form a very pleasing quartette, gave a concert declared the vote for members of Congress, as day, with three days’ later news.
R ockland , November 11.
Greenock, and took from her Capt. Duane and
T h u r s d a y , N o v e m b e r 1 1 ,1 8 5 8 ,
_
57 (8) 58
ment and figures which can be brought to bear ;n this city, according to announcement, on follows :
Four intelligible words, “ Daniell’s now _in ten men whom they had rescued from tbe barque Lime per cask,
Casks,
_
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of
and
for
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York,
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Shields,
Eng
upon the question. The Republican Jour Monday evening. We regret that, owing to the
Kiln-wood,
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.
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1st D istrict .
S. M. PETTINGILL A CO., are authorized Agent* for
telegraph at Vulentia. The shares rallied.
land, with coal, while that vessel was in a sink
receiving Advertisements and Subscriptions for this paper. nal, after stating that Waldo is an exceedingly extremely muddy state of tbe streets, which Somes, Rep., 10410
Drew, Dem 9955
The stockholders of the great Eastern have ing condition. Capt. Doane of the Clara makes
Offices—10 Slate St., Uoston, and 119 Nassau St., New
Plurality for Somes, 455.
good county as it is, says, in vastly more forci rendered walking disagreeable, only a small au
York.
resolved to dissolve the original company and the following statement : Left Seields Sept. 0
SPECIAL NOTICES
Scattering, including 204 returned for M. H, form a new one.
ble,
affecting
and
rhetorical
terms
than
we
have
for New York ; on the 25tb, 20th and 27th of
8 R. NILES, (successor to V. B. Palmer,) Newspaper
dience was in attendance, but those who were Smith in Berwick, 219.
The screw steamer Circassian has been added October, in lat. 39 40 Ion. 62, during a heavy
Advertising Agent, No. 1, Scollay’s Building, Court street, space to employ, that when it is proposed to cut
(L7* R ea d th e A d v e r tise m e n t in
Total, 21039.
present evidently listened to the performance of
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this pa
to the Galway line. The Quebec lino is with gale from E. N. E ., sprung aleak, which kept another column, heuded “Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation.”
per, at the rates required by us.
off such a big slice from the ancient county of the attractive programme with general satisfac
3w45
2d D istrict .
drawn for the winter. Tho monthly Portland gaining on the pumps ; on the 28th saw the It interests the majority.
Waldo, to put into the future county of Knox, tion. The programme was very well selected, Perry, Rep. 12031
batque Mary Stewart, which bore down and
Hastings,; Dem., 10032 service will be resumed on the 17th inst.
5 0 0 0 A g e n ts W a n te d . — To
The affair between France and Portugal, in took off myself and ten of the crew. A t the
Plurality for Perry, 1999.
the people of the said ancient county of Waldo and several of the pieces were encored, while
T H E P R O PR IE T O R
se'll 4 new inventions Agents have made over $25,000 on
Scattering, 5
relation to tbe seizure of the French ship Charles same time the barque Essex, of Boston, came one,—better than all other similar agencies. Send four
W ould announce to those indebted, that will want to know the reason for such summary all were well received. Among the former, was
and Georges, still remained unsettled, A fa alongside and took off seven more—all that stamps and get 80 pages particulars, gratia.
Total, 22068.
3m45
EPHRAIM UROWN, Lowell, Maas.
proceeding.
The
Journal
then
proceeds
to
in
the duet of “ Tho Pilgrim Fathers,” by Misses
vorable solution was however expected, notwith were on board. The Clara then had her lower
such change in the management o f the
3d D istrict .
standing that two more Frenoh-men-of-.war had hold full of water. The day previous (the
G azette is contemplated as demands an ad form the people of Waldo concerning this pro Hattie and Lizzie, which was finoly sung. The French, Rep., 8994.
ET’
$
3
2
.0
0
in on e d a y —852.50
Johnson, Dem. 8931 arrived in the Tagus, and a vague rumor that 27th) the mate and two men, under the impres
ject, in the following terms :
two days, were cleared by ageuts, retailing my patents.—
quartette entitled “ Departed Days,” sung by
Plurality for French, 63.
justment of all outstanding accounts. H e
the English Channel fleet had been ordered sion that the vessel was going down, attempted Send 4 stamps for letters and bonk.
“ The present scheme originated in Camden request of friends in the audience, was rendered
Scattaring, 5.
3m45
EPIIR a IM BBOWN, Lowell, Mass.
there. Somo modifications have been made in to leave her in a boat, which swamped, and all
would therefore state that in the settlement alone; no other town in this county or Lincoln
Total, 17993.
the recent passport regulations.
in a manner which justly elicited general ap
three were drowned. The Mary Stewart had
IM P O R T A N T D ISC O V E R y T
o f subscriptions to the G azette the advance asks for the proposed change, and Camden baseB
Buffered
considerable
by
the
gale,
having
had
4
th
D
istrict
.
the feasibility and desirableness of it sofe/y upon plause. The “ Temperance Call,’’ which was
RELIEF IN TEN M IN U T E S !!
A r r i v a l o f t h e C i r c a s s ia n a t S t. J o h n , A . F . her decks swept, und they were then cooking by
rates will be taken on all subscriptions re the ground th a t it is to be the shire town. Up sung with much feeling and expression, exhibi Morse, R ep., 10552.
Gile, Dem., 6930
B R Y A N ’S P U L M O N I C W A F E R S
S t . J ohn , N. F ., Nov. 0. Tbe screw steamer a small cabin stove, and the Captain was trying are unfuiiing in tne cure of C oughs , C olds , A sthma
Plurality for Morse, 3562.
newed ; otherwise the advertised rates will be on any other hypothesis, Camden itself repudi ted a fine blending of voices, and was warmly
Circassian, from Galway on the morning of to get to Boston or Hulifux. Oct. 30, tbe ship B r o n c h it is , S ore T h r o a t , H o a r sen ess , D if f ic u l t
Scattering, 4.
ates the proposition. When the project of form
received. Tho lively trio, “ Where the Light
exacted. A ll newspaper demands due on
Wednesday, 27th ult., araived a t this port at F. B. Cutting, Capt. Post, from Liverpool for B r e a t h in g , I n c ip ie n t C o n sum ption , and D isb a se s of
Total, 17540.
ing a new county ont of the towns in east Lin
half past 0 last evening. She brings Liverpool New York, came up and spoke the Mary Stewart t h e L ungs . They have no taste of medicine, and any
and after the 21st day of January next coln and the Waldo towns was agitated a year so Cheerily” was very prettily sung, and elicited
5th D istrict .
advices
by mail of the 25th, and by telegraph when, being informed of our circumstances, he child will take them. Thousands have been restored to
or two since, Camden gave it no countenance, an encore. The solo and chorus entitled “ The
will be “ farmed ” out for collection.
W ashburn, Rep., 10300
Wiley, Dem., 8184 to noon of 26th from London and Liverpool.— immediately sent his boat and had us transfer health that had before despaired. Testimony given in huq.
and the accredited author of the ‘ Publication Stars and Stripes,” was also very warmly en
P lurality for Washburn, 2110.
She
roports
stormy weather during the first part red to his ship, thus relieving the Mary Stewart, dreds of cases. A single dose relieves in t e n m in u t e s .
per order of the Committee of New County
Total, 18484.
of the voyage, and has on board 300 passengers which itself was in distress. The men lost by Ask for Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers—the original and only
Club,’ especially, gave it the cold shoulder.— cored. The solo, by Miss Lucy, was very well
C ol. S m a r t’s N e w C o u n ty P r o je c t.
the swamping of the boat were, \Vm. Ross, first
for
New
York.
6th D istrict .
genuine is stamped “ Bryan.” Spurious kinds are offered
And now that the controversy in the Lincoln sustained.
Steamship Arabia, from New York, arrived officer, of New York, Wm. Cook and John An for sale. Twenty-five cents a box. 8oId by dealers gener
W e received the circular of the “ publication towns has been amicably settled by constituting
Bradbury, Dem., 7804 at Liverpool on tho 24th, a t 10 P. M.
We are no adept at musical criticism, and Foster, Rep., 8297
drews, seamen. The Clara was owned by Mes
ally,
committee of the New County Club ” of Cam Rockland a half shire town, and thereby ena
Plurality
for
Foster,
493.
shall not attem pt to pronounce upon the musi
The British war steamer Gorgon arrived at srs. Dunham & Dimon of New York
Rejected for various causeB ;
den, some time since, which we duly acknowl bling these towns to have all their causes tried at
Schooner Flora King, at this port from Port JOB MOSES, Sole Proprietor, Rochester, N. Y.
Plymouth on the 22d, from Halifax and Fayal.
cal capacities and acquirements of the perform Foster, Rep., 242
For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and N
Rockland,
without
the
additional
expense
of
new
Bradbury, Dem., 05G She took soundings for another line of Atlantic au Platte, reports: 2d inst., Cape H atteras
edged. When the news came down to us on
WIGGIN, and by one Druggist iu every town in the Unit
county buildings and additional county officers, ers in this instance, but we know when music Total,
8539
8460
Telegraph from the Banks of Newfoundland via bearing W . N. W . 30 miles, saw the whole ed States.
election day that Col. Smart had succeeded in Camden steps into the ring, and demands that
Total vote, 16999.
broadside of a vessel of about 200 tons, with
pleases us, ju st as well as any one can tell us
Fayal to the entrance of the Eoglish Channel.
September 14, 1858.
• 6m38
inducing the Republican town of Camden to this compromise Bhall be abrogated, th a t the
All Sonators elected, except in Aroostook and
Tho Doily News says the Atlantic Steam Com the bow and stern gone; had been painted black,
who is versed in all the mysteries of melody,
elect him their representative to the Legislature Lincoln towns shall pay for the organization of
pany, Galway line, received by the City of but the paint was considerably washed o ff, had
a new county, although Rockland furnishes rhythm and harmony, and, judging by our stand one in York.
not been long in th at situation.
by a majority of nearly forty votes, by the rep them with all these facilities free of charge, that
Democrats have elected County officers in Washington, applications for £50,000 stock,
ard, tbe Robinson Sisters furnish a very pleas
which, added to the subscriptions already made,
resentation that he could make them a new Rockland shall be divested of its half shireship
ant evening’s entertainment. They do not pos Lincoln. Republicans in all the other Counties exceods the required capital.
S t . L ouis Nev. 6.
county next winter, with Camden for the 6hire and that twenty-five thousand inhabitants of
The British Board of Trade returns for the
sess any very strongly marked excellencies, except in York where 'th e re is a contest for of
The California overland mail arrived here to
town, it was regarded as one of the best jokes Lincoln county shall travel ‘ through drifting
year ending September 10, show a decrease in
N O . 5 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
snows’ ten miles out o f the way from Rockland, perhaps, as individual voices, but they sing with fices of Sheriff and County Attorney ; Aroos
day, bringing San Francisco dates down to the
the exports during the past nine months of over 11th ult., inclusive.
of the season, and it waB thought that the Re their acknowledged centre of business and court
harmony and expression—they Bing what the took County offices all contested.
£9.400,000.
RO CKLAN D , M E.
publicans of Camden had sold themselves to a accommodations, to Camden, to attend court,
The San Francisco Earning Bulletin furnishes
Tho French Breadstuffs markets continue
people like to hear, and we do not see why they
1 0 , 0 0 0 P a t i e n t s C a r e d A n n u a lly
the following summary of intelligence of events
political opponent without a very flattering pros and that lor this sacrifice they shall pay their
(T3~ Dr. Haynos, the celebrated phrenologist dull.
By the use of Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation of Fluid
should not meet with a very considerable por
proportional
share
of
830,000
for
county
ac
which
have
transpired
since
the
departure
of
Extract of Buchu, a most positive and specific remedy for
pect of remuneration. Col. Smart, however,
The Portuguese Government delivers the the last Panama steamer.
commodations at Camden, and for an additional tion of success. In our view, the music which of Boston, is a t the Commercial House. The
distressing nilmenrs. Read the advertisement in another
Charles Georges ” to France, declaring it
stands as a citizens’ candidate, and the advocate force of county officers, in addition to the costs
The first overland mail train from St. Louis column, headed “ Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation.” 4w35
the people like best to hear is not the difficult Boston Journal, Transcript and Traveller, think yields only to the threatened employment of
of the new county of Knox, and it is not for us incident to such trav el! ! I t is not often that
reached San Francisco rather unexpectedly on
passages of the opera—not that which addresses him much above tho Fowlers in professional force. The Pays Palrie says Portugal yielded the morning of tbe 10th ult., having been twenty
to suppose that he has party ends in view, al such a pretension is seriously set up in a sane
not from fear, but through wisdom.
community, and less frequent is it th at the very itself to the critical ear, but that which takes skill. He not only describes character and di
four day on the trip. Arrangements were be
Tho submarine telegraph between Dover and ing made at San Francisco for an appropriate
though those who arc skeptical concerning the
map and statistics relied upon to prove its hold of popular sympathies—that which ap rects the talonts of young persons to tho right
Calais has ceased working, and it is believed to celobration of the event.
Colonel's disinterestedness may invidiously sug feasibility demonstrate its absurdity. Wo have
P R I C E F R O M $12 TO $ 2 5
peals to the hearts of tho audience. This is the business, but successfully treats diseases. Those be broken, Communication, however, is kept
The telegraph lines had been extended to the
gest th a t it somehow buppens th a t there is 6uch rarely seen a case where the proposition was so
music, too, which may benefit an audience most, who are sick and who desire to know their phy. up between tho two countries via Ostend.
summit of the Sierra Nevada mountains, and
These Sewing Machines
an arrangement of the towns which are inten directly put to the culprit beforehand th at he
The
Cape
of
Good
Hope
Steamship
Companys
are giving universal satisfac
should both take and pay for heating the and one good tempcranco song is as affective as sical and mental defects should call soon as the steamer Eastern City was destroyed by fire at dispatches from thence had been roceived at San
tion wherever they have been
ded to compose the new county as to make the poker!”
introduced. Being extremely
an hour’s lecture—one of the anti-slavery lyrics Dr. will only remain this week. I t was Dr. sea on tho 24th of August. The crew were Francisco.
simple and easy to manage,
county of Knox of strong and undoubted ortho
The Fraser River excitoment was fully played
Theseextracts show howBeJfastviews themat- of tho original Ilutchinsons better than tho Haynes who examined tho Albion Cooper m ur saved, except one eugineer and one passenger,
are not liable to get out of
out. The steamer Cortez, which left San Fran
doxy in its adherence to the faith of modern ter. O ur readers can make what allowance they
order. They do not occupy
longest disquisition of the political economist derers and the Charleston State Prison convicts by tho ship Merchantman, and have arrived cisco on the 9th. took out only twenty passen
more than half the space of
at
Cape
Town.
Democracy. But whatever may be Col. Smart’s choose for self interest, and judge for them
other Sewing Machines, and
gers, and steamers were returning daily, loaded
We think we aro not mistaken in our judgment and published their peculiarities. D r. Haynos
will exscute as much work,
Liverpool, Tuesday noon. Portugal has for
ulterior plans with reference to the new move selves. The Journal then proceeds to make sol
and in a much better manner,
of the popular taste in this respect, and if these examines from 9 In.tho morning until 11 o’clock mally delivered up the ship Charles Georges, and dowu with disheartened and destitute miners
The
whole
amount
of
Frasei
River
gold
dust
de
in the same space of time as
ment, it is evident that it is now cot only his emn affirmation, in small capitals, th a t “ Cam
**
liberated the captain.
twenty persons can by hand,
ladies will study this popular feeling, and aim at night.
posited In the San Francisco m int up to Oct ,
sewing 1000 stitches per min
project but.the adopted measure of Camden, also. den will never bo the shire town of the proposed
The Prussian Chamber have unanimously af 1st. was valued at only about 857,000
to sing, with feeling, taste and expression, such
ute. When this machine is
flamed the necessity of tho Regency, and ad
B ut little as we wish to detract from the pleas new county, because it cannot be without a vio
stopped working it fastens the
A fire at Jamestown, on the night of the 6th,
songs as the people love to hear, wo think that,
S fL au n ch ed , on the 6th inst., a very superior journed.
thread.
ant feelings of self-satisfaction with which the lation of every consideration th at should control
destroyed twenty-soven buildings. Total loss
with a little judicious training, a little more double decked Bark, called the “ O r a v i l l e ” of
The First Chamber of Prussia have rejected, 857,000.
S. F. PRATT’S
citizens of Camden dwell upon the future great such a m atter,” after which it plainly intimates
proficiency in that grace and case of manner about 000 tons register. Sbo is intended for by a vote of 80 to 70, a proposition to send an
Business generally had been quietatSan Fran
Patent. Principal office 113
ness of their beloved town, or to dispel the that Rockland has an irrefragable claim to the
Address to the King and Prince Regent.
cisco since the departure of the last steamer,
which is in somo degree essential for those who the general freighting business and is owned by
Washington street Boston,
The United States frigate Wabash arrived
golden illusions of hope which dance before honor of being shire-town of Knox county.—
Mass. New York city, 577
appear before a public audience, they may rea Messrs. Farwell & Farnsworth, tho builders, a t Constantinople on the 11th. A letter says but the demand for goods from the interior was
Broadway.
about as full as usual at this season.
th eir vision, we must still express our fears that This is very kind of our sister city. The Jour
sonably expect to please the public and to find Wm S. Crockett, who who will command her as America is not- included in the treaty, the
February 4, 1858.
61y
the court house and the jail are not destined to nal then shows that of the fifteen towns which
encouragement and praise in their new vocation and others. This bark is thought to be as good Wabash has been allowed to come up, although
Boston , Maas., Nov. 8.
she far exceeds the sizo of vessels allowed to
rise under the shadows of Meguntecook, nor
A
300K
FOR
THE
MILLION.
are on the Knox county map, nine of them, They sang a t Bucksport, on Tuesday evening a vessel as ever built in this vicinity, her entire pass the Dardanelles ; and she took out twenty
Brig Rio Grande, (of Bath,) from Savannah
lawyers and juries to flock thither, while the wkh aQ apgregute propulation jQ 1850 ol lg>.
33* Just published, by FEDERIIEN «fc CO., Booksellers
we understand, and are announced for this frame, planking, wales, rails, breast work, hang ol her guns, however, so that only thirty show for Sc. John, N. B., put iuto Llolmes Hole 8th. and Stationers, No. 13 Court Street, Boston, a Brief Trea
with 3 men sick.
surrounding country pours in its contributions ^
aQ(1 a valuation of S3,075,896, would be
tise oi 48 pages, on Diseases of the Sexual System of both
ed
in
her
port
holes,
which
wus
nine
more
than
(Wednesday) evening at Belfast, whence they ing knees, &c., &c., and all the finishing timber
texes—their
sinptoins and treatment—prepared by a phys
Edward
Savage,
seaman,
of
Waldoboro*,
Me,
to the wealth and greatness of Camden. But
ician of the “ Boston Electric Hospital.” This work also
best accommodated with Rockland for a shire- go to CaBtine. As pleasing vocalists, we be throughout white oak; her deck frame and ceil tho treaty allows.
Affairs in Servia are looking very serious.— died on board the bark Indiana, Oct. 25.
contains a scorching exposure of the deception and impos
though we have so little reason to suppose that town, and the remaining six, with a population
ing,
hard
pine,
except
fore-woods
of
the
ceiling
ture
practiced
by advertising quacks, with some of their
Hon Joaiah Quincy, Sen, was seriously in
speak for them the generous patronage of the
The towns people were in arms,
and locations. Sold by periodical dealers generally
the new county of Knox will be made this year, of 1Q
and n valuation> $ 1 ,390 ,450 , would
jured by being run over in Tremont street this names
public where they may appear, and as young which are white oak. She is extra heavy fas
Sent by mail, on the receipt of three postage stamps. Ad
afternoon. His injuries are suid to be of a fa
or that Camden will be made the shire-town o f ;, , ,,
, , , , „
,
,
Box 1802, Boston Post-Office.
, be better accommodated at Camden. In the ladies whoso personal worth renders them de tened throughout, copper b u tt, w ith locust M a r i n e D i s n . t e r . i it th e F a , t w n r t I * » L i r t tal character, and fears are entertained that he dress
Feb. 22, 1858.
Iy9
a county composed according to this p an *n _flrst-named towns the ecmi-t business for the past serving of any favors which may be bestowed treenails driven through and wedged, and, in
L o a l.
will not survive the night. Later—Mr. Q was
any year, the Belfast papers seem to be alive to
injured
on
the
back
of
his
head
by
being
thrown
H a l if a x , N ov. 4.
year amounted to, actions entered, 000 ; jury upon them, we commend them to the courtesies every respect, a well built and very superior
the magnitude of the great project, and, as if ^
n
while ;Q tllfl last six there were 87
iD
JS
jfA id
a
A dispatch from Sydney, N . S. dated Oct. 30, with great force upon the pavem ent; both legs
J
of our editorial brethren, wherever a kind word vessel.
possessed with shadowy fears of the approachstates
that
the
ship
Peerless,
from Quebec fur were run over by the vehicle which came in col
actions and 3 jury trials. After further kind from the press may do them service.
In this city, 7th inst.. by E. R osh, Esq.. Mr. Wm. 3.
lision
with
him.
He
was
alive
at
10
o’clock
P.
England, laden with timber, wus dismasted in
Wright to Miss Martha J. Hahn, both of Rockland.
ing dismemberment of old W a ld o -in such case, aeulOQStration3 of the c!aim9 of Rockland t0 the
S T Don’t forget to attend the Temperance a gale off Cape North on the 25th ult., and M.
In Union, Oct. 29th, by Rev. A. R. I.nnt, Mr. Bradley R.
M b . L ibu y ’s E ntertainment . —Beethoven Hall
Mowry, to Miss Maria Luce, both of Union.
“ bleedinS W a ld o ” indeed !- both tbe RcPubh- distinguished honor of being shire-town of Knox
Mass Meeting a t the Methodist Church, to struck Flint Island and bilged and lost her rud
By the same, Sept. 2oth, al the Methodist parsonage, Mr.
can Journal and Progressive Age devote two col
ISTThe return of Mr. Edward Harris to our Gustavus
was
crowded
to
its
utmost
capacity
on
tbe
oc
der.
She
subsequently
drifted
off’into
Mire
Bay
Kenneston to Miss Adeline A. Sumner, both of
i county, the Journal considers at some length the
morrow (Thursday) evening. Arrangements
umns of their space to the annihilation of pre
where she let go both her unchora, and at last city with the evident intention of making it his Appleton.
casion of the entertainment which had been an
'■grievances of tho Waldo towns, which it has
have been mado for the services of a choir, and accounts (28th ult ) was riding out the gale
By the same, at same place, Mr. Francis Spear of War
sumptuous Camden. But as the Colonel fights
nounced by tbe pupils of Messrs. Paine and
ren to Mrs Mary J. Arnold of Union.
permanent
residence
and
also
of
ministering
(for
the hardihood to insinuate, in the face of the
a very interesting meeting may be expected.
In Belfast, Oct. 31st, by Rev. Wooster Parker, Mr. T.
with some probability of being saved. Tho earthe battle for “ County Knox,” and Camden
Libby’s school, on Wednesday evening of last
the quid pro quo) to the comfort and embelish- F. Phinuey of Waterville and Miss Sarah E. Pitcher of this
p e n to r w u s s w e p t o v e rb o a rd a n d d ro w n e d , a n d
Camden circular, are rather diminutive hardcity.
ment
o(
those
who
have
the
wherewithal
to
pu
r
three
seamen
who
after
the
ship
was
anchored
presses onward for the victory, it would seem l sllip8i notwith8tanding the assertions of the week. The entertainment consisted of music
In
Portsmouth, N. II. Oct. 21st, Mr. James Morrow of
A J ust S e n t en c e . Charles H. R undlett who
and appropriate school exercises, and was under committed the murderous assault upon the broth left in a boat for the shore contrary to the cap chase, will be improved by the very large num Searsmont, to Miss Jennie S. Pierce, daughter of Elbndge
th a t Rockland, which goes not to the contest, is
“ publication committee.” We have not space
G. Pierce, Esq.
tain’s
orders,
perished
in
the
attempt.
Several
the direction of C, A. L ib b y , E sq., than whom ers Welch, in New Sharon on the I3th of May
fairly entitled to the spoils ! Hear the Pro- j
In Bucksport, Oct. 27lh, Mr. F. A. Cook of California,
ber of customers who have still by them evi
for this matter, but must nevertheless confident
of the crew and all the passengers, thirty per
and Mias Jei.nie M. Pierce, of B.
no one among us is better fitted to enter cor last was tried on two indictments, at Farming- sons in all, were afterwards landed, The vessel dences of the good bargains they have hereto
gressive Age :
In this city, 6th inst.. by Rev. C. F. Tupper, Mr. Thomas
ly whisper in the ears of our influential citizens
ton last week—the demurers entered by his
J.
Brown to Miss Hannah M. Rackliffboth of this city.
dially into the spirit of these pleasant home cn counsel having been withdrawn. He was found and cargo is valued at £12,000.
“ kCamden ol course is made the common cen- (
fore received at his hands. Read his advertise
that, ii Knox county is made, and Rockland
tre of the proposed county. It is however dif- j
Recent gales wero very severe, and it is ap ment and give him a call.
tertainments, or to manage them with better guilty and sentenced to thirty six years imprison
*
ficult to determine by the map presented, whetb- should see fit to ask for the honor which old
success. Tbe exercises of this occasion passed ment in the Stale Prison—eighteen years on prehended that other marino disasters have oc
er Rockland is not the nearest the centre, and Waldo claims for her, they must, in order to
each indictment. No evidence of any kind was curred. The net fishing along the coast had
T h a n k sg iv in g is coming, and Wiley at City
the argument which Col. Smart submits, cer secure tho vote of Islesboro, promise to run the off to the satisfaction of the audience, were pre offered in behalf of the prisoner at the trial.
been much damaged.
Market is preparing to furnish his customers
In this city, Nov. 6th, Faustinn B , daughter of Calvin
sented without delay between tho pieces, and
tainly makes a much stronger cubc in favor of
Hall, aged 5 years, 3 months and 27 days
Rockland than Camden. lie makes Rockland teamer Rockland between th a t place and this were generally very creditable to the school.—
with
the fattest Beef, the plumpestTurkies, tbe
\V i .r o u s it i E le c t io n .
In Belfast, 3d inst., of lung fever, Mrs Charlotte W., wife
The following advertisement from a San Frauthe centre of business for all the Lincoln towns city, during the sessions of court, in order to
of John VV. While, Esq.,nged 39.
tendorest
Chickens
and
the
finest
Ducks
to
be
M il w a u k e e , N ov . 6.
In Natches, Miss., 17th ult, at the residence of his brother,
proposed to be included in the new county as obviate tho great objection which is based upon The choruses by the full class were very pleas cisco paper embodies a compliment to the biddies
F
rancis Marion S w an , aged 24 years.
found
in
all
this
region
round-about
for
many
ingly sung, and the closing chorus, entitled of our State, as well as to the honest dealers
In the 3d Congressional district, C'lias. Larrawell as the Islands. He also concedes that the
In Freedom, 28th ult., Josiah Danforth. aged 71 years.
the “ Islesboro’ trade-winds,” which blow uni
bee,
dem.
has
1103
majority
with
Oconto
and
a
mile.
“
W
ait
for
the
Wagon,
boys,”
w
ait
a
Iu Maumee City, Ohio, 2d inst., at the residence of Dr.
people of the Waldo towns do their marketing
“ There’ll be no Parting There,” was very ap
Chawun Co’s to hear from. It is considered th at little longer for the extras, and, in the mean Burrett, Oliver A., son of Benjamin A. Crockett, formerly
a t Rockland mostly. It is notorious that Cam formly in the direction of Camden, and the in propriately chosen. The trios, duets and songs who pack tbe eggs for a foreign m arket.
of this city, aged 23 years.
" J u st received, ex ship Reynard, 290 cases he is elected.
den Village is almost entirely cut off from com fluence of which terminates in Camden harbor.
time, find a t his shop as good an article as Can
munication with all the westerly surrounding The im portant phenomena presented by these were very pleasing, and were creditable to the Wilson’s improved packages of Maine eggs.—
be found at any other market house in the city.
young performers. The song of “ O, Take me Dealers and persons using many, will do well
towns by the mountains that encircle it on tbe
l l l i u o i s E le c t io n .
north and west, and that the nearest point of ac remarkable winds calls for investigation from Home to Dio,” by Miss Sarah Frank Libby, was to examine quality and learn how many they
S f RLNGFIELD, 111., NOV. 6
cess is near the village of Rockport which lies scientific men. It is intimated th at they wero a performance very flattering to a little Miss not count out, more than any eggs ever imported
X W r e c k S een .
S3 counties in this State have sent in their re
into this market.
P
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about two miles to the South, and within four not known till last September. The Journal
nine years of age. The song entitled “ W
N ew Y'ork , Nov. 7. The schooner Flora King
turns, and it tho remaining counties vote as in
miles of Rockland. We do not know where concludes by sayinjf:
a
t
this
port
from
Port
au
P
latt,
reports
2d
inBt.
1856,
the
democrats
will
liavo
a
small
maj.
about in Camdeir Col. Smart proposes to erect
Ride tho Foaming Sea Once More,” by Miss
Samuel \Vhidden, formerly publisher of the
Arrived.
“ There is really no call for a new county.—
Cape Hatteras bearing W . N. W . 30 miles, saw
the county buildings—whether at the Harbor
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 3.
Helen L. Sawyer, was sung in a manner which Intelligencer, a paper once printed in Ports
the whole broadside of a vessel of about 200
or, Rockport vil! igo or W est Camden. West Ihe Lincoln towns have ample accommodations
Sell Delaware, Foster, Portland.
F n t n l K u ilr o u d A c c id e n t .
mouth died in the almshouse in that city Oct.
tons with the how and stem gone ; had been
Camden which lies westerly of the mountains, in Rockland, their half-shire town. No town in makes it deserving of particular mention. The 22. His delinquent subscribers will probably
THURSDAY, Nov. 4.
P
ortland , N ov . 3.
A
heavy
cattle
train
on
and which is in the line of travel for all of the Waldo but Camden will be essentially benefited Quartettes of “ Tho Dismal Swamp ” and “ Ju feel a pang of remorse on learning the fact, but the Atlantic and St. Lawrenco Railroad run off painted black, but the paint was considerably
Sch J C Hertz, Spoffbrd, New York for Bangor.
“ Uengul. Snow, Portland.
Waldo towns except a part of Lincolnville, as by the change, and Camden only by being made anita,” by the Misses Robinson, of Newbury he has got beyond tho reach of earthly ills.— tho track this morning, killing tho engineer in worn off': had not been long in that situation.
Br
Bark
A
v
a------Buckport
for
3t Johns N B.
well as Union, W arren, Thomaston and St the shire town—a most Quixotic idea—while
stantly and doing considerable damage.
FRIDAY, Nov. 5.
port, were sung in a very pleasing manner, and “ Nothing can touch him fu rth er.”
B ancor , N ov, 8.
George would be the best. Rockport Village most of the towns in Waldo would be damaged
Sell American Chief, Presley, New York for Bangor.
by the change, if it could he obtained without both called forth an encore from the audience
would be the next most eligible.”
The mail robbers R. F. Miilorand John N.
MONDAY,
Nov. 8.
O
ffic
ia
l
V
o
t
e
o
f
O
hio*
expense. But with the new county must come Of the merit of the piano solos, by various mam
Tho Times W ashington correspondent says
Miller were bound over a t Bangor on Saturday
As to tbe location of the county buildings,
Sch Mary Langdon, Jackson, Portland.
a debt of at least 840,000, or about eight dol
that General W alker’s object at Washington is
C leveland, Nov. 7. The official average re  evening. C. A. Foster turned State’s evidence
“ Pearl, Isgaham. Danvers
we throw into tbe scale, in favor of Rockport, a lars for every voter at the late election. There bers of the class, wo aro not qualified to speak to induce President Buchanan to withdraw his publican majority in this State is 20,906.
“ Massachusetts, Perry, Boston.
and testified to the robbery.
“ Martha, Lurvey, Boston.
proclamation, or a t least to modify it; should he
practical suggestion conveyed to us by a gentle will also be the extra expense for jurors and confidently, but tho plaudits which many
Gentile, Morton, Boston.
fail
in
this
object,
he
will,
ho
says,
disregard
county
officers.
All
who
want
to
assess
them
them
drew
forth
from
thoso
in
tho
audience
“ Minerva, Crockett, Boston.
man of this city, who is too modest to allow
Rev. Frederick Crane, the Missionary who
N iagara F alls . The path which led beneath
selves to this amount, w ithout any conceivable best able to judge of the performance was their the proclamation, and sail immediately for
“ Uncle Sain, Farnham, Boston.
was
recently
banished
from
San
Salvador,
for
himself to be named in tbe m atter, but who advantage, and with many disadvantages, will
Table Rock to Termination Point, and which
“ Gannet, Fountain, Boston.
Nicaragua.
“ Ml. Hope, Post, Uoston.
those who desiro to go under tho sheet of fall distributing the Bible, died on Saturday in Port
permits us to make public his suggestion, which petition lor the new county, and all who don’t best praise. Tho recitations and dialogues were
“ George and James, Robinson, Boston.
ing w ater traversed in oil cloth suits, has fallen land, Iroin sickness caused by exposures and
'• Lion, Hix, Portsmouth.
" remonstrate against it. In petitioning for very good and were well received. “ Dick Da"
is that Rockport should be made the site of the
I t is said th at the old Texan ranger has near
suffering it that country.
“ L. Dean, Drinkwater. Portsmouth.
a new county, all should hear in mind that'they ley’s Stump Spoecli,” in character, by M aster ly disappeared. There are no longer such of away, and there is now no means of getting to
“ Saruh. Elwell, NYork for Belfast.
county buildings, because an excellent jail can
at the same time in effect petition to make C. A. Libby J r ., was rendered in a manner licers in command as W alker, Gillespie, McCul the Point, if it vot exists. Ono can still walk
“ St. Lucur, Adams, NYork.
N ew Y ork , Nov. 9.
about a yard under tho cataract, but no further
be constructed there with extreme facility, sim Rockland their shire town, and Hint with Rock“ John, Murphy, NYork.
loch
and
Jack
Hays.
The
place
of
tho
genuine
$50,000 in bills of a bogus concern called
“ Cadmus, Roberts, NYork,
ply by enclosing by the erection of end walls, ' md for a shire town, Camden itself forbids the which “ brought down the house,” as was also ranger is occupied by men who go on Indian ex foothold is afforded. Ere long, doubtless, now “ New England B ankof Fairuiount, Me.,” have
“ Wm. T ell,------- , Dover.
his song of tho “ Fino Quid Irish Gintilman.” peditions not to defend their homes and proper that the stratum ol soft rook below has fallen
Ship Juliet Trundy, (New) Pillsbury, So. Thomaston.
the space under Rockport bridge, and making a banns.”
Sch Sarah, Wilson, Boston.
and been pounded to clay, tho upper mass will been put in circulation by several Wall street
The
duet
of
“
Robin
R
uff”
was
not
sung
so
In
return
for
the
kindness
of
our
Belfast
con
ty,
but
from
a
desire
to
plunder
from
the
savages
brokers.
Jethro
W.
Underhill
was
arrested
tra p above for the admission of criminals. The
TUESDAY, Nov. 9.
lull. And then another stop will have been
and pocket the liberal pay which the State or taken in the slow and tedious course in which yesterday. The bills arc signed “ E RittenSch Dover Packet, Wooster, Boston.
other sections of the town do not, we think, temporaries in placing the claims of our own well as on a former occasion by tho same gen general government allows.
head, President,” and “ ------Martin, C ashier.”
“ E. Arcularious, Haskell, Providence.
Niagara
has
eaten
its
own
way
backlrom
Queens
city
so
strongly
before
the
people,
we
beg
that
tlemen.
On
the
whole,
the
entertainment
was
possess such facilities, which is much in favor
K E. Herbert. Johnson,--------.
town, and is to wear isself away somewhere
“ Utica, Thorndike, Portland,
I t appears there is oneWhig elected to the Mass
of Rockport. F arth e r along, tho Age has the they will not be over-anxious concerning the very pleasing and creditable, and passed off
“ Cornelia, Gatchell, Portsmouth.
The Singapore Times says that of the six sea above Chippewa.
“ Silas W 'right,--------, Portland.
dismemberment
of
ancient
Waldo
by
tho
next
Legislature,
Peter
Salmon,
Representative
from
much
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
large
audience.
following, with reference to the Lincoln towns
men of the American ship Golden States who
“ Charlotte, Roberts, Boston.
the Marshfield District. A wag suggests as a
Legislature,
for
we
think
there
is
little
reason
On
Thursday
evening,
it
was
repeated,
for
the
“ Freeport, Sherman, Saco.
were found guilty of murdering tho chief mate
which are proposed to be embraced in the new
P rices for N egroes. At an executor’s sale in reason for his long continuance in the faith,
“ J. II. Counee,--------, St. George.
able
fear
that
its
integrity
will
be
impaired
this
Carter
was
sentenced
and
hung,
two
of
the
men
benefit
of
Mr.
Paino.
On
this
occasion
the
even
Mecklenburg
county,
Va.,
on
the
26th
inst,
six
“ Chronometer,--------, St. George.
county. I t will be observed how some of Col.
th a t he must be a ‘ pickled salmon.’
were sentenced to imprisonment for life, and slaves were sold at an average of $1077 each.
year,
at
least.
Belfast
need
not
be
prodigal
of
In
port, Revenue Cutter Jackson, Noye9, on a cruise.
ing
was
unpleasant
and
the
audienco
was
much
Sm art’s reasons for the acquiescence of Rock
the other three were to be imprisoned for eightThe Washington Union says it is clear that
its defences, for we do not think there will be smaller. Wo are pleased to know th a t our
land in the Camden plan are disposed of.
teen months in the House of Correction.
S
a
ile
d
.
the
next
House
of
Representatives
is
lost
to
those
Tbo
Great
Western
railway
ol
Canada
have
need of all this heavy artillery. One considera citizens are so generally disposed to give a gens
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 3.
decided to construct solid iron bridges in place who support tho national platform and endorse
“ The towns of East Lincoln are equally ai
Sch Ella. Marston, New York.
tion alone should be sufficient to comfort our erou8 patronage to these homo entertainments.
tbe
action
of
CoDgress
last
winter
on
the
Kansas
•well situated. By remaining in the County as
“ Boliver, Ingraham, New York.
We learn from the Bangor Times that of the wooden ones over all the important streams
question.” It ad d s:
it is at present constituted, their County taxes Belfast friends, for the spectacle of a Republi
FRIDAY, N ot . 5.
Charles Lowell, Esq., died at Ellsworth last on their lines.
1 Wo fear there will be a majority of the opM asonic.— A t a communication of Aurora week, after a lingeriog and painful illness. Mr.
will be very light—almost nothing in compari can legislature carving out, without an urgont
Sch Wm II Titcom b,--------, --------.
T
errible
M
assacre
in
M
exico
.
Tho
Brown
“
Ncponset,
Ingraham.
Salem.
josition,
even
exclusive
of
such
men
as
Thomas
son to what they would be in the new County, demand from, the people, a new county to throw Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, held a t Lowell was a member of the Hancock Bar and
“ Geu Warren, Guptill, Boston.
sville Flag of tho 27th ult., has tho following j. Harris of Illinois and Horace F. Clark of
while Rockland having been made the half shire
“ Concordia, Flanders, Boston.
their Hall in this city, on Wednesday evening, a gentleman of much energy and discrimination. in reference to tho reported massacre of 400 of Now York. The question, however, is of little
town and having prepared cohrt rooms will ac a large majority of Democratic votes, would be
“ P ilot,------- , Boston.
“ Juno, Beunet, Boston.
Vidauri’s men, taken prisoners by Gen. Mira- practical im portance; for if tbe Democracy
commodate them better than they could be ac - a legislative phenomena no less astonishing Nov. 3d., the following officers for the ensuing
“ J C Hertz, Spofford, Bangor.
Y new iron region has been discovered in Mis man in tho late engagement hefore San Luis ;
shall have contiol of the House only by the aid
commoduted in the new County. Their Regis than the sudden reappearance, under the nose masonic year, were severally presented by W .
SATURDAY, Nov. 6.
souri, about thirty miles from the celebrated
“ In the engagement between the Reactionist of such Democrats as the gentleman we have
try of Deeds is at Thomaston. and their busi
II. Titcomb, Marshall, and installed in due form iron mountain. It is located upon a tract ol forces and those of Vidaurri, 400 of the latter’s mentioned, its tenure will be a slender and un
Sch American Chief, Pressey, Bangor.
of
the
Great
Bear,
of
the
Comet
which
has
ju
st
ness naturally centers there and a t Rockland.—
“ Hector, Snow, Portsmouth.
by R. W. O. J . Fernald, D. D. G. M. of the 12,000 acres, entered at the government price men were captured by tho former, who, after certain one indeed. ’
“ Forest, Andrews, Boston.
The calculation of Col. Smart about tho large vanished from tho heavens 1
within three years by Napoleon Aubachon._ seeing them disarmed and taking from them
“ L eo,--------, Boston.
Fourth District.
number of actions brought by the Rockland
“ Delaware, Foster, Portland.
The ore lies in hills, easily accessible, and is of their most valuable equipments, ordered his sec
Snow- au l i a u j ; o r .
lawyers, which will still be tried at Wiscasset.
S amuel B ryant , W . M.
MONDAY, Nov. 8.
the
purest
quality.
ond in command to take them from his sight and
B angor, N ov. 7. —Several inches o f snow fell
involving the expenses for travel of parties and
JSrMessrs. Oaksmith & Co. offer to news
Br Bark A va,--------, St Johns, N B.
B. B. B ean , S, W .
do
with
them
us
he
thought
fit.
This
inhuman
here this morning, followed by rain.
witnesses from Rockland to Wiscasset, ie mere papers who will publish the prospectus of their
Sch Bengal, Snow, Richmond.
C. N. B ean , J . W .
nonsense. Parties and witnesses never give forthcoming magazine, tho “ Great Republic
We learn from the Eastport Sentinel that on wretch, who well knew what would ensue from
TUESDAY, Nov. 9.
Arkansas is a free and easy country. The
their attendance a t court the first term, when
Wednesday, the 28th u lt., a t about half past such a a course, placed them iu the hands of his
Sch II L O rcu tt,------- , Bucksport.
C onstant R ankin , Treas.
Monthly
”
a
permanent
exchange
of
the
new
“ Empress, Head, Bangor.
an action is entered, and very rarely the second
nine o'clock in the evening, fire was discovered soldiery, who wero just then in a beastly state stage driver from Brownsville, A rk., to Little
L ewis R ichardson , Seot’y.
“
W
tn
.T
e
ll,------,
Dover.
issuing from the Cooper’s shop of Mr. L. Drake, of intoxication. They fell upon the captives, Rock, left ten sacks of mail m atter in Mrs. Gulor even the third terms. W hether the actions monthly lor the year. One insertion of the suid
“ Minerva, Crockett, Boston.
W. A. B arker , S. D.
at Northern Head, Grand Menan. Before 11 who were entiroly defenceless and a horrible lett's corn crib rather than be troubled with car
are brought at Rockland or Wiscasset, they will prospectus in our columns would be worth, at
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 10W . O. M atthews , J . D.
uniformly be tried at Rockland,- where both
o’clock, the Cooper’s Bhop. store, fish house, massacre followed. At the end of the terrible rying them ! A local paper thinks this accounts
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Portland.
tho least figure, 88,00, and we can’t afford to
parties reside in any of the town* proposed to
and salt buildingd with most of their contents scene, tbe lifeloss bodies of f o u r h u n d re d human for the failure iu the delivery of letters.
L. M. T rue , S. S.
be embraced in the new County. To make the give that for a three-dollar magazine ! We
were consumed. The books and a few goods beings were found stretched ufon the ground,
DOMESTIC PORTS.
A lfred K eene , J . S.
A Mrs. Ayer of Atkinson, Me., fell from a
utility of such a measure apparent to the pub shall be glad to receivo the “ Great Republic
were saved. Two vessels a t the wharf were mangled and weltering in their blood, a patent
NEW YORK—Ar 3d Br brig Mary, Mahoney. Hillsboro;
L.
M.
T
rue , T yler .
sacrifice to tbo holy causo of liberty,”
beam of a ham one day la9t week, and was so sells Amelia, Sanborn; Paran, Clark, and Gipsy, Ingalls,
stripped
und saved.
lic, we insist that something more is necessary Monthly,” and give it such notice, from time to
After the installation ceremonies, the brethren
badly injured by the full that she died the next Mnchias; Mountain Eagle, Ames, Rockland; Shy lock,’
than for a projector to show that by taking such
Hawes, Boston for Albany ; Sarah B James, Lewis. Boston;
N ew Y ork , Nov. 8 .
day.
and such surrounding territory, a town may be time as we think it deserves. We do not wish with their ladies and other invited guests, to the
A n I mportant M ove towards a P acific R ail 
Sea Bird, Chase, Fall River; John B Myers, Cobb, Bridge
port; William Jones, Jones, Rondout for Portlaud; Pool,
shown to be a common centre. Almost any t >exchange on any other terms.
road .— We understand, says the Chicago T ri
The
bark
Lamplighter,
nrrivod
here
to-day
number of about one hundred, partook of a
Uriah P. Turner of Bangor, was knocked Wells, do for Boston.
town in tho extreme part of a county, by taking
bune, th at the grant of lands made by Congress from Trieste reports Oct 2G, lat 39, Ion 43,
GEORGETOWN 3 C.—Ar 24th, sch A F Howe, Sawyer,
pleasing collation which bad be en prepared for to the Minnesota aad Pacific Railroad Company while it was blowing a gale from S. fell in with overboard by the main boom of a vessel, at Rob Boston;
portions of somo surrounding counties with
27th, Brig Black Swan, Podger, Now York; schs
N ew B ooks. —Messrs. Phillips & Sampson— the occasion by the Lodge.
neighboring towns in its own county, can make
on th at portion extending from St. Paul to the Spanish brig Aina, from St. John N. F. with a erts & Hinklev's mill, on Saturday afternoon, Sarah Braen Douglas, do: Yankee Blade, Berry, Bucks
port; 28th. Christiana Keen, Stacy, New York.
out equally as strong a case upon paper as is publishers of hosts of good boobs—announce
British line at Pembina, will be offered to those cargo offish, in a sinking condition ; had thrown and was drowned.
NEW ORLEANS.—Ar 5th barques Charm, Sleeper, and
Cephas Starrett, Gregory, Rockland.
made out by this circular.”
owning tho great railway lines through Canada. over part of her cargo Took from her, captain
“ The Autocrat of tbo Breakfast Table, Illus
R obuery in C hesterv illk . We learn from
“ Madam, has your piano an aeolian attach Ar 4th, ship Nath’l Thompson, Shannon, Havannn via
This will give those companies a route through and crew, 12 in number, and Mr. \V. S. Rankin
From the above, also, we may deduce the fol trated, “ Poor and P roud,” “ Karl Kiogeler,” the Farmington Chronicle, t hat an old gentle our territory to the British Possessions on the of St. John, N F, a passeoger. They saved ment ?’ asked Sam,»the other night, of the wile Mobile; brig Joseph, Cables, Savannah; sch Republic,
Snow, Baltimore.
lowing recipe for planning a new county, with and “ M alter Leyton,” —the tbreo latter are ju  man by the name of Jo h n Neal was knocked Pacific. This road is entitlod to near two mil. nothing but a chronometer. Tbe brig had ex of a man who appeared to live up to, if not be
RICHMOND—Ar 5th,sch John Bell, H am ,-------- Sid ,
down and robbed by a youug man named John
yond his income. “ H ush,” whispered Seth iD sch E. Nickerson, Nickerson, Boston.
shire-town to accommodate tbe county-makers, venile books, and all elegantly illustrated.— H. Porkins, while passing through the Perkins’ lions of acres along the valley of the Mississippi perienced a violent gale on 20th of Oct.
BOSTON—Brig Jesse Rhynas, (of Camden) Pendleton,
his ear, “ it has a sheriff’s attachm ent?” —Sam Mobile,
and Red Rivers, said to be very valuable, worth
Look
out
for
them.
They
will
appear
Novem13th ult.
viz : Travel twenty miles east from Ourtown and
field in Cliestervi'.le. on Tuesday evening, 19th with tho road built, it is estimated, at least $15
dropped the subject.
CHARLESTON—Adv, barque John Carver, for New
lier 13.
Two
murderers,
Thomas
Mullroe
and
James
ult. Perkins too'a $12,50 from his vest pocket, per acre,
York; sch Kendrick Fish, for Jacksonville 6th iust.
set down a stake ; travel twenty miles West
McCormick, both sentenced to be huDg on the
and left him lyin g senseless, or nearly so, on the
A N o vel I n q u iry . A small boy w alking in
from O u rto w n and set down another. There
FOREIGN PORTS.
16th of December, escape'd from Sing Sing pri
%TT Rundlett, who was sentenced for the as ground, where ’ne was found the next morning.
Horace Walpole once remarked “ This world son on Saturday night, and have not yet been the street w ith a big hat on, a stranger cries out
m ust be a new county within the limits marked
Brig B F O’Brien, a t Matanzas, is chartered to go lo Pen
Perkins
was
arreste
d
,
confessed
the
crime,
and
— “ Halloo, bat, where are you going w ith that
sault on the Welch brothers, arrived atth eS tate
is a comedy to those who think, and a tragedy retaken.
sacola for 170,000 p p lumber and return to Havana, $9 per
by these stak es. Ourtown is equi-distant from
in
default
of
b
ail
in
$1000,
was
committed
for
bo
y?’
Prison last Friday.
to those who feel.”
trial.

Cjfi ^atfelanti 65a|ttte,

C. P. FESSENDEN,

Druggist and Apothecary,

LADIES’ COMPANION SEWING
M A C H IN E S -

i\I A It I N E J O U I l N A L

M fee!. Brig Factor, for same port, and 100, feet of lumber
tu n e price. Barque L D Carver, for 8agua and New York,
500 hhda at $3 per hhd.

DISASTERS.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.

N E W

t t t ii
CHEAPER THAN EVER
Now Opening at

E. BARRETT‘S,
CHEAP CASH S T O R E ,

m

E x tr a M ole H a ts, for sale a t
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

G e t l t S S o f t I i a t S } of all kiDds and

•

G e n ts’ F u r Caps

Marseilles Quilts, Rose Blankets.

P o u lt r y a n d G a m e in their season, to be found i
the city.
JOHN W ILEY.
Rockland, November 3, 1858.
6w45
K e ro s e n e L a m p s a n d

G o ld e n

qualities for Bale at

S i l k C a p s . for
T. A. W EN TW O R TH ’S.
0

OF S H A W L S ,

kinds for Sale at

T. A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

Taimn Shawls worth from $7,00 to $12,00. •
C h ild r e n ’s H a t s
Cashmere Long aud Square, Bay Slate Long and Square, I
of all kinds for sale at
V E R Y L O W .,
This slock was all purchased for C a a li D o w u and
< n
«
will be sold L o w e r than B oston W h o l e s a l e P r ic e s .
»r o
Z
E. BARRETT.
£: Q
Rockland, Nov. 9, 1858.
46 tf.
s tm
J.

T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

A. II. KIH

ARockland, Nov. 3, 18.16.

H A T S , C A P S and FU R S.

J- sale, by
Rockland, Nov. 3, 1858.

5

i . v the Subscriber has been duly appointed Adn
A dm inistra
to r o f the E s ta te o f J ohn D. B a r n a r d , lute o f T h om as
ton,*n th e C ounty of L incoln, deceased ", and has tak en
upon himsel! th at tru st, by giving bond as the law directs.
And all persons having dem ands upon the estate o f the
said deceased are required to ex hibit the sam e, ami all
persons indebted to the said esta te are called upon to m ake

2
5

paymout.

October 27 1858.

z
w

B lock ,

EXPRESS.

Gents’ Double Soled Calf Boots, for sale at
T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

GENTS’ K IP BOOTS, for sale a t
T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

CLOTHS, CLOTHING,
G u ilts’ F u r n ish in g G ood s &c.,
a t a g reat reduction from usual prices, previous to open
ing his m o re cen tra lly locuted N ew S t o r e .
R o ckland , N o v . 9, 1858.
46tf

Gents’ Double Sole C U 3tom -M ade thick
Boots, for sale at
x

G. G. EVANS & C0-,

' cfl
-CO

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

G e n ts ’ R u b b e r B o o ts , for sale at
T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

for sale at

N e w Catalogue now ready, and
„
v-'
sent free to any address.
-‘Jn
JKr A G IFT W IT H E V E R Y BO O K ! _c«

at

jo -

-

Headquarter! for NewEngland 45 Cornhill, Boston. j ~q
Send for a C atalogue!
^

p k k f c k k k k k f e k k k a
November 10, 1858.

46lf

Select School.
M R.T

C

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

Gents’ Boys’ and Youths’ Brogans for sale
at

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

L a d ie s ’ K id B o o ts, Custom-Made for
sale at

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

Ladies’ K id Heel Boots, Custom-Made for
sale at

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

P A IN E , commenced his W inter
Ladies’ Cloth Boots of all kinds and quali

e r m , or

C A P S.

I have r lot of Gents’ Plush and Cloth Caps out of
■tyle, that will be sold at the smallest price imaginable
f or the R e a d y C nw li.
CALL AND SEE.
J . T- BERRY, 2d.
No. 7 Kimball Block.
Rockland, Nov. 4, 1858.
45tf

To the Judge o f Probate within and fo r the Coun
ty o f Lincoln.
IVYARGARET II. HALL, Administratrix of
B J- the Estate of J ohn H a l l , J b . , lute of Rockland, in
said County, deceased, respectfully represents, that the
Personal Estate of the said deceased is not sufficient by
the sum of four hundred and twenty-five dollars to answer
the just debts and charges of Administration
She th ere
fore prays that she may he empowered and licensed to
■ell and convey so much ol the Real Estate of the said
deceased as may be sufficient to raise the said sum with
incidental charges.
MARGARET H. HALL.
LINCOLN, S3.—At a Court of Probate held at Rock
land within and foi the County of Lincoln, on the 28tli
day of October, A. D. 1858.
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That the said Pe
titioner give notice to all persons interested in said Estate
that they may appear at a Court of Probate, to be holdeii
at Wiscasset within and for said County, on the first Tues
day of December next, by causing a copy of said petition,
with this order, to be published in the Rockland Gazette,
printed at Rockland in said County, lltree weeks succes
sively previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
A ttest.-—E. F o o t e , Register.
A true copy—A ttest:—E. F o o te , Register. 3w46
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L. CRANE & CO., having bought out J,

Ladies’ C alf and K id Buskins, for sale at
T A W EN TW ORTH’S

Ladies’ Slippers of all kinds for sale at
T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

Children’s Copper Tipped Shoes, for

Misses’ Copper Tipped Shoes, for sale at

CUSTOM-MADE

H A R T F O R D ,
C O N N .
a C A P IT A L , * 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
J o s e p h II. S p r a g u e , Sec’y.
R a l ph G i l l e t t , Pres’i

BOOTS AND SHOES,

P r o v is io n

— AND—

C O N W A Y , M A SS.
C A P IT A L A N D IS S E T S , * 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
D

C. R o o e r s , S e c ’y .

G E N T S ’ FURNISHI NG

J . rf. W h it n e y , P re s ’t

N o . 2 S p o flo r d B lo c k ,

J . C. P ynchon , Sec’y.

Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
S A L E M ,
M A S S .
C A P IT A L A N D A SSE T T S, * 3 5 0 ,0 0 0 .
J . T. B u r n h a m , Sec’y.
A u o u stu s S t o r y , Pres’i.

N O T IC K

is h e r e b y g iv e n , That

th e S ubscriber has been duly appointed G uardiun
o f G eo . W . P il l s b u r y a non compos mentis person o f
R ockland, in the County of L incoln, and has tuken upon
h im self th a t tru st, by giving bond as the law d irects.—
And all persons huving dem ands upon the estate of the
said Pillsbury, are required to exhibit the sam e, aud all
p ersons indebted to th e said estate ure called upon to
m ade paym ent.

■l throughout the country, and used with

M. W .FAR W ELL.
3w45

To the LIox. B eber'F ales , Judge o f Probate
fo r the County o f Lincoln.
T7VELINE N. FOSTER, Executor of the last

T

Capital,

'TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS OF

COBB Sc SW ETT.
43(1

FO UND.

SOMERSWORTK, N. H.
II. Y. I I a y e s , Sec’y.

T H IC K B O O TS

C O N S U M P T IO N !

To the H o n . B e d e r F a l e s , Judge o f Probate, at
B e l f a s t , Me., June, 1845
T A W EN TW O R TH ’S
fo r the County o f Lincoln.
D r . B r a d l e e —S ir — Mr. Clark of Palmyra, Me.,
of mine, was taken sick about a year ago with bud
TVJATH \NIET, MESERVEY Administrator of Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes of friend
Cough, Puin in the side, general debility,&c. He consult
J*•** E .lalc i,f Jo n s g. K aler , late of Rockland, in

Gents’ and Children’s RubT A W EN TW O R TH ’S

all kinds, for sale at
T A W EN TW OR TH’S

sale at
T A W EN TW O R TA ’S

H ittens of all kinds,

I. G J o r d a n . President

3

M . S a n b o r n , P re s ’t.

D im e s

S O U T H R E A D IN G , M A SS.

Available and Cash Capital §300,000.

with

W. II. W i l l i s , Sec’y.

L. E ato n , Pres’t.

J . T . B E R R Y , 2.1,
N o . 7 . K im b a ll B lo c k .

L ir e

Fine

Ready-Made

FA L L A N D W IN T E R

CLO TH IN G .
ELEGANT

OVERCO ATS,

FROCK AND BUSINESS COATS,
PA N T S A N D V ESTS,
superbly m ade and trim m ed,

A t L o w e s t P r ic e s t o r C a sh ,

P . S.— E. II. COCHRAN pledges him
self to give the most careful attention to all
business in the above line.
Rockland, November 12, 1857.

and will be sold, as low as
the lowest lor the

C

a

s

l i

c

,

N o.7 Kimball Block.

THE

Very Rest Place
IN

THIS CITY

But don’t h;t your head
suffer when you can get

HUY

RUBBERS,

W ENTW ORTH’S.

F u r s, F u r s.
'T’lIE Subscriber has just received a full assort-

LADIES’ FANCY FURS,
Consisting in part of

S a b le , S ilv e r B a d g e r , J a n e t a n d

CONEY ,

Turks Island Salt now

Seaveys

M iss M. A . C. S H A W ,

COAL and GAS

U UOULD respectfully announce to tho ladies
VV of Rockland and vicinity, and to her old friends and

patrons in particular, that she has taken the rooms at
N o. 2 R A N K IN B L O C K ,
connected with Mrs. Cnuant’s Millinery Rooms, where she
will attend to all departments of Dress Making.

L a d ie s ’ R a g la n s , M a n tle s a n d C lo a k s

cut and made in Die most approved, fushionable styles,
from patterns just received from Bostoii Also, S t i t c h i n ; ; done by the yard or by the lot, at reasonable rates.
with CUFFS to match, which he will S e ll at a very low
Dresses cut by measure, thus avoiding the usual waste
F ig u re .
of time incurred in fitting by the old method.
Rockland, October 12, 1858.
R A Y M O N D ’ S

F O R SALE.

■>7iy

H E subscriber will sell his stand in Cam

T1

Another New Stock of

Ladies’ Cloaks,

BOOTS & SHOES

P

CIFTS!

BURNER
— OR—

M e Gregor

Ten Dollar Family Sewing Machines. IM P R O V E D

Also, for sale by MISS SHAW at her rooms.
Rockiand, October 5, 1858.
_________

T S ’ F U R N IS H IN G
G O O D S.
den, known us (lie
2 i
ed several doctors, whe prescribed for him—but was final
GENTS’
M E G U N T I C O O K H O U S E ,’’
ly told
W hite and Fancy Shirts, Collars, Handkerchiefs, Cra
LADIES’,
vats, and Neck Stocks, w ith a variety of other goods lor upon reasonable terms, if applied for soon.
H E CO ULD NOT GET W E L D !
MISSES,
convenience and toilet, at lowest prices.
lie stopped taking medicine, but continued to grow worse,
Camden, Sept. 21, 1856.
36|f
j . Ha r r i s .
BOYS’,
until he was so weak that he could scurcely sit up. He
saw a notice of the Hungarian Balsam, procured a bottle
YOUTHS’ and
K e r o s e n e L a m p s a n d O il,
and cominued to take it according to the directions—and,
CHILDREN’S
stiange to say, in n few months lie was a strong man, aud
/CONSTANTLY
on
hand
and
for
sale
by
as he believas, permanently cured. Yours respectfully,
C U S T O M -M A D E
AND CLOTHS lor Ladies'Cloaks at great \ J
L. WEEKS,
H . G. O. WASHBURN, Bookseller.
■lx
B a rg a in ., at
3 Thorndike Block.
(O’ Sole Proprietor, DAVID F. BRADLEE, W aterLEW IS KAUFMAN’S.
town, Mass., to whom all orders should be addressed.—
S o la r and common F l u i d and O il L a m p * changed
to K e r o s e n e at short notice.
Sold by Druggists and dealers in Medicine in every town
of all descriptions, just received and for sale at the usual
Rockland,
Aug.
25,
1858.
. 35tf
in the United States and British Provinces.
4w45
L o w P r i c e s , at
F o r S a le .
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S,
No. 2 Spofford Block.
l 1-2 Story house* formerly known as tho
P ic k e d U p
D e la in e s an d V a le n tia P la id s.
Rockland, October 12,1858.
42tf
Lewis Hall House, situate on Myrtle Sc., out of Main
I Penobscot Bay, on tho 24th inst., a Pine 8t., together with the lot of land counected with the
Spar, marked u B ” on the butt. The owner can have same. Said house is finished throughout and is in per
A L L ST Y L E S A N D Q U A L IT IE S ,
C e m e n t, C e m e n t.
the same by proving property and paying charges on ap fect order- For terms of sale or other particulars en
in great variety,
plication to
quire of
AN always be found at
At the Old Stand of
WM. LEIIMOND.
MRS. D. P BURBANK,
FRA]
J . HARRIS.
Owls Head, South Thomaston, Oct. 27th, 1858. 3w44* or A. H. KIMBALL, Esq.
August ,
,
Rockland, Sept. 1,1858.
36tf
S9tf
Rockland, Sept, 22,1858

G EN

OF

DRESS MAKING!

T I P P E T S a n d V I C T O R IA E S

COM M ISSION M ER C H A N TS, Valuable Tavern Stand

HO IC E

Hereafter every purchaser before purchasing his book*
has his own.
R .\N N EY ’3
CHOICE OF
GIFTS
AT
R a NNEY’S
CHOICE OF GIFTS
AT
R a NNEY’S
CHOICE OF
GIFTS
AT
RANNEY’S
CHOICE OF
GIFTS
AT
RANNEY’S
CHOICE OF
GIFTS
AT
RANNEY’S
CHOICE OF GIFTS
AT
RANNEY’S
CHOICE OF GIFTS
AT
RANNEY’S
CHOICE OF GIFTS
AT
GREAT AMERICAN GIFT BOOK HOUSE,
No. 293 BROADWAY NEW YORK.
Where the Gifts, consisting of JEW ELRY, &c., AND
VARYING IN VALUE FROM 75 CENTS TO TWO
HUNDRED DOLLARS, are always on EXHIBITION,
in ample show cases. Our New Descriptive Catalogue,
containing a large variety of Books in every department
o f Science and Literature (all of which are sold at regu
lar publisher's prices,) and explaining OUR NEW AND
ORIGINAL SYSTEM of allowing every purchaser HIS
OWN CHOICE OF GIFTS, and setting forth unequaled
inducements to AGENTS, will be seut, post paid, to any
individual, on application.
Address,
A. RANNEY, Agent, N o.293 Broadway.
July 14, 1358.
6mis29

M E N ’S a m i B O Y S ’

L ment of

S ton e M a rtin , F itc h , A m e r ic a n

C H A R L E S T O N , S. C .
September 9, 1858.

TO

BOOTS, SH O ES
ADD

Cool Weather,

D O D D 'S Y K R V I.Y E is a

1 positive blessing to nervous sufferers. I t produce*
n i delicious sense of repose — calms the agitated
■ mind — allays irritation — induces quiet and reuid
m freshing sleep, thus equalizing the nervous tiuid
throughout the system. It contains NO OPIUM or T
I Mercury, neither poisonous mineral nor herb. The 1
feeblest maiden, wife, or mother, will find it ALWATS
j safe and bknEPiciAL. It does not produce costive
ness, but relieves it, being the best remedy for Neri voua Diseases now known. Price 31.00.
WILSON, FAIRBANK, & C0-, Boston, Mass,
i
Wholesale Agent*,
i C. P. FESSENDEN, and F.,G. COOK, general Agents
for Rockland and vicinity.
July 1, 1858.
6mis27

by J T B E R R Y , 2 d ,

DOCK SQUARE, Cor. Elm st.,

I

)

Furs, Furs>
JU S T RECEI VE D

cilities, we enjoy superior advantages for supplying the
very best goods at the lowest possible prices. The styles
will be found t o excel any thing made in the New Eng
land States, and the workmanship far exceeds any thing
SPEA K BLOCK.
heretofore offered in this market, and is so acknowledged
all who patronize our establishment.
A good assortment of the Warren Factory fine and byWe
make to order garments of every description,
coarse Yarn. Heavy plain and twill’d White and inixt at shortalso
notice, at a small advance on the prices of our
FLANNELS.
ready-made clothing.
— AL93—
Boston, Oct. 19, 1858.
3mis44

J. W . B R O W N & Co.,

f Are you Nervous?

I J Y S U H A jY C L

effected in R.«*I liab le C o m p a n ic * .

B O S T O N .

landing from sclir. Z. Socor, for sale by
FRANCIS COUU i CO.
August 4, 1858.
’
S2tf

Will Insure Permanent Relief.
IT ACTS UPON A RAT LIKE A TERROR •
They cannet stay and breathe where it is—and they
never return to the place where it has been used.
r . W. ATW ELL, Peering Block, Market Square. Port
land, General Agent for Maine.
C 1*. FESSE.N DEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock
land. and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines
generally.
26tf

Mutual Safety Fire Insurance Co,

W. 0. FULLER’S,

9nnn Bushels

Parsons & Co.’s Rat Exterm inator,

price by leaving the

— at -

S a lt, S a lt.

M IC E!—'They tease you at Night,
R A T S!— And Impoverish you by day,

R O C K I N G H A M M U T U A L CO.
x E T E R , N . II .|

W m . P . M o u l t o n , S e c ’y .

Yarns and Flannels

M O B IL E , A L A .

R A T S ! !— T h e y P o U u te y o u r F o o d .
M IC E !— T h e y d e v o u r y o u r s u b s t a n c e

can be had at a very low

J. W. SMITH & CO.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

U. W ATWELL, Peering Block, Portland, General
Wholesale Agent for Maine, to whom all orders must be
addressed.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and X. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock
land, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine gener
ally,
»
26 tf

Great Falls Mutual Company.

Custom-Made, Double-Soled

— BY—

The great English Remedy lor

J. C o n v e r s e , Fres’t.

M e n s ' B o o s ’ Sc. Y ou th s*

W H IT E GOODS

Buchan’s Hungarian Balsam of Life,

5 0 , 0 0 0 .

E. F. S h er m a n , Sec’y.

expense to the Purchaser.

A F all q u a litie s a t low price m ay be found a t
HARRIS’
36tf

SUCCESS

• For the Cnrelof

Monuments, Grave Stones

Notice to Water Takers.

JU Will, See., ol J ames O . L. F o s t e r , late of Rocklmid,
in said County, deceused, respectfully represents, That
C A S S I jU E R E S a n d s a t i n e t s
the Personal Estate of the said deceased is not suf- of superior quality, which will be sold cheap in exchange
fficient by the sum of two thousand eight hundred for CASH or W o o l
eight Dollars, seventy-two cents, to answer his just debts
September 23, 1858.
39tf
und charges of Administration : she therefore prays that
she may be empowered aud licensed io sell and convey ho
H. 0. BREWER & CO.,
much of the Real Estate of the said deceased ns may be
sufficient to raise the said sum with incidental charges.
EVELINE N. FOSTER.
s
la : I
P
P
I
N
G LINCOLN, S3.—At a Probate Court held at Rockland
within ami for the County of Lincoln, on the 28th day of
October, A. D. 1658. Oil the foregoing Petition, Ordered,
That the said Petitioner give notice to all persons inter
ested in said Estate, that they may appear at u Court of
Probate to be lioldeu at Wiscasset, within and for said
County, on the first Tuesday ol December next, by causing
a copy of said Petition with this Order to be published in
the Rockland Gazette printed at Rockland in said County
three weeks successively, previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
A ttest:—E . F o o te , Register.
A Jrue copy —Attest
E . F o o t e , Register.
3w45

GREAT

M A S S .

Headache & Pressure of Blood to the Head,
Giddiness and Dizziness in the Head,
Whizzing & Buzzing sensation in the Head,
Stuffing up of the Nose and Head,
Bleeding Nose, and Itching Nostrils.
Thomaston Mutual Insurance Co. Pain in the Forehead and thro’ the Eyes,
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
A Cold in the Head and Headache,
T H O M A ST O N , M E .
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in all the
W m . R . K e i t h , Sec’y
E. R o b in s o n , Pres’t Watery Eyes, and Sore and Weak Eyes,
CEMETERIES in this vicinity.
Deafness and Ringing Sound in the Head.
N. B. All work delivered and set up without additional

arkrt

\J
Rockland, Sept. 1, 1858.

Dr. Marshall’s Sinff
TS recommended hy the beat PHYSICIANS

Rockland, Oct. 20,1858.

& GRAVES
ew

T. A. W EN TW ORTH’S.
Rockland, October 14, 1858.
42tl

I would have it expressly understood that l keep con
stantly on hand a large stock of Rich and Fashionable
Goods, which are purchased wholly for Cash •, and as I
buy for Cash, and sell for Cash only, l do not have to
charge paying customers exorbitant prices to make up lor
bail debts consequently, I can sell you good articles fif
teen per cent, cheaper than you can buy at any other
place in the State, Please call, examine,and satisfy your
self, as to prices and quality.
T. A. WENTW ORTH.
Rockland, Sept. 22 ,1858.
39

W m. B. C a l h o u n , Pres’t.

L O W E L L ,

a n d G ro c er y Store.

GOODS,

R o c k l a n d , M a in e -

Highest prices paid fo r Skipping Furs.

C a p i t a l a nd A s s e t s $ 2 2 0 , 0 0 0

opened a N
M
in the Store
HAVE
formerly occupied by Joseph Kaufman, where they
hope to receive a liberal share of public patronage.

C O L D S, CO U G H S, A S T H M A , a n d

T A W EN TW OBTA’fl

RUBBERS

Conway Fire Insurance Company.

TR A D ER S’ AN D M ECH AN ICS’ CO.

TUST received and for stile, at

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

-

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

H A T S, C A PS, F U R S ,

H a lf C ost, a t
B lo c k .

NEW MARKET,

J

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

Boys’ Copper Tipped Thick Boots for sale

Na th an iel m e se r v e y .

T. A . W E N T W O R T H ,

J . L. C u t l e r , Pres’t.

2 Spolio id

THE CABLE HAT

October 28, 1858.

Tfl
Q
5
*3
C/J
*■*

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court held ««t
within and for the County of Lincoln, on UiVlieih
October, A. D. 185e,
’ ue 28,11 “ I of Gents’ F u r Coats,
On the foregoing petition, Ordered—'That the said
titloner give notice to all persons interested in said
that they may appear at a Court of Probate, to he holdcn
at \S iscasaet, within and for said County, on the 1st T u«T Buffalo Robes, for
day of December next, by causing a cop- of said octiti™
with this order to be published in the Rockland Gaxcit."
printed at Rockland in said County, three weeks sucres’
. sively, previous to said Court.
IIEDLR TALES, Judge of Trobate
G ents’ Gloves and
A t t e s t E . F o o t e , Register.
3w46
for «ale at
A tru . copy Attest,—E. F oote , Register ol Probate.

M E.

S P R IN G F IE L D , M A SS.

for 'I1
the” Rockland Water
Company woul.1i
would inform
L wi?mnL^ d SfoMhe Coum'y S
, on t1,e » h f t y o f A , tor
10r. f"r.
Waler Compaay
inlorm
October, A. D. 1858.
|
^
“ '
"YTANCY PENDLETON, Widow of W m. P e n d l e t o n ,
E. II. COCHRAN,
± \ lute of Rockland, in said County, deceased, having
Spofford Block,
presented her application for Dower in the real estate of
Rockland, October 20, 1858.
43tf
which the said deceased died seized and possessed .
I ------------------------------------------—---------------------------Ordered, T hat the said Widow give notice to all per
sons interested, by casing a copy oi this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Rockland Gazette,
W EN TW ORTH’S
printed at Rockland, that they may appear at a Probate
]\'o. 2 Spoflord Block.
Court, to be held at Wiscasset, in said County, on the
first Tuesday of December, A. D. 1858, and shew cause,
if aify they have, why the same should not be allowed.
W
h
e
a
t,
W
h e a t.
BEDER FALES, Judge.
Copy—A tte s t:—E. F o o te , Register.______
3w45
1 7 0 0 ®u8*ie^8 Red and White Wheat now
A I \ j y j landing from sch Ellen at
FRANCIS COBB Sc CO’S.
August 4, 1858.
32tf

Ladies’ C alf Shoes, lor sale at

said County, deceased, respectfully represents, that ihe
Personal Estate of ihe said deceased is not sufficient by
the sum of seventy dollars to answer ju st debts and charlher*f°re prays that be may
n?
I i pEstate
- ^ irC
*nd convey
so much
of Z
thePr
Real
of Ttheedsaid deceased
rs im v hn «nf_ Ladies’ Misses’
flcient to raise Ihe aaid sum with incidental charges.
bers for sale at

S. M. VEAZIE,
N o , 3 B e e t h o v e n B lo c k *
Rockland, October 14, 1858.
42tf

Charter Oak Fire and m arine Co.

Buck, Kid arid Cloth Gloves and Mittens of all kinds MAIN STREE T,........................... ROCKLAND, MAINE,
und qualities, at
W EN TW OR TH’S,
First Door North of F. COBB Sc CO’S Store.
44tf
2 Spofford Block.

S p o llo r d B l o c k , M a i n S t r e e t , R o c k l a n d .
November 3. 1858.
Iy45

o

to
o
o
F

J O B W O R K of all kinds, usually done in a shop
of this kind, done by experienced workmen and w ar
ranted.
O ’ Thankful for the liberal patronage received, it shall
be my earnest endeavor to merit a continuance of the

$300,000.

J. II. W il l ia m s , Sec’y.

COBB & SWETT,

Thick Boots.

M O N D A Y -, N o v e m b e r 8 ,
ties for sale at
T A W EN TW OR TH’S
at his School-Room in the old Lime Rock Bank Building.
He will also open an E V E N I N G S C H O O L , at
the same place, to commence on MONDAY evening, the L a d ie s’ S lu b b e r B o o ts , for sale at
15th.
T A W EN TW ORTH’S
T U IT IO N :
English Brauches,
$4,00
Ladies’ Double Sole K id Boots, for sale at
Latin, Greek and Navigation,
4,5u
Twenty-five Lessons in the Evening School,
2,00
T A W EN TW O R TH ’S
Rockland, Nov. 9, 1658.
2w46

C A P S, C A P S,

AUG USTA,

Capital

'UE Subscriber having been appointed Collec

Youths’ Custom Made Thick Boots, for sale

93

For he has just received a
large STOCK of the above
Goods that will be sold at the
lowest prices,
C A L L A N D S A T IS F Y Y O U R S E L V E S .
Rockland, Oct. 13, 1858.
42tf

• H. BRYANT’S\ Exp:
Express, will continue the business
as follows :
At this Market may always be found a large assortment
Leaves ROCKLAND for BOSTON, Monday nnd Thurs
day afternoon at 5 o’clock, and for BANGOR and inter of
mediate towns, Wednesday and Saturday mornings at 5 M E A T S , G R O C E R I E S a n d P R O V I S I O N ’S
o’clock.
*
of all kinds and descriptions.
M R . C . L . C R A N E , M essen ger.
If you w an t to buy a G ood D i n n e r a t a Low P r ic e
M o n e y , P a c k a g e s , O r d e r s a n d G o o d s, For and have it s e n t right to y o u r r e s id e n c e .
warded, and D r a f t s , a n d B i l l s collected.
in r j u s t g iv e us a c a l l .. o i
E. II. COCHRAN, would call attention to this Express,
43tl
Rockland, October 20, 1858.
as every way worthy the public confidence and patronage.
Also, that as Mr. C. L. Crane has for the past few years,
Men’s, Boys’, Youths’ and
done tlia business on this line as messenger for Eastern
Children’s thick boots of all
Express Co., it is sufficient guarantee of his integrity and
descriptions, selling very low at
ability to meet the wauts of the Public.
44»f
W EN TW ORTH’S.
E. II. COCHRAN, Agent.

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

jo- Legitim ate Gift Book Enterprize. _co

AXES,
HOES,
BIRD CAGES,
PORCELAIN WARE,
WOODEN WARE,
JAPANNED,
BRITANNIA, and
TIN WARE of all kinds.

MAINE INSURANCE COMPANY

HAMPDEN INSURANCE CO.

ST A H L

Boys’ Custom-Made Double Sole Thick Boots
P u b lis h e r s an d O rig in a to rs o f th o

No. 7 Kimball Block.

Gloves and Mittens.

T A W EN TW O R TH ’S

w here he will sell, for a sh o rt tim e only,

in process of construction, and all other In 
surable property, in the following companies,
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust
ment of their losses.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or
Mutual , as applicants prefer.

— OF—

N o.

G e n ts’ F in e C a lf B o o ts, for sale at

-1~L in v ite s his n u m ero u s fiicnds and form er custom ers,
as w ell as th e public g enerally, to his tem porary stand
in the

WILL TAKE RISES ON

COAL.

P a rlo r, O ffice, Store & C aboose

D W E L L IN G H O U S E S ,
H O U SE H O L D F U R N IT U R E ,
STO RES,
York and Beston, in sums of $4000, $5000, $8000, $10000 and $25,000.
STO CK S O F GO OD S,
These securities are worthy the attention o f capitalists,
F
I
N
I
S
H
I
N
G
R IS K S ON B U IL D IN G S
trustees or Savings Banks, who desire perfectly reliable

Please notice some of the following prices:
Good Plush Caps
25 cts. former price
75 cts.
Good Plush Caps
38 cts. former price
87 cts.
Good Plush Caps
50 cts. former price $1,00.
Good Plush Caps
75 cts. former price 1.25.
Good Plush Caps $1,00
former price 1,50.
Good Plush Caps 1,25
former price 1,75.
Please call and see that this is no humbug.
T. A. W ENTW ORTH,
44tf
No. 2 Spofford Block,

C R A N E & CO.’S
BANGOR AND BOSTON

r

T l A YIN G returned to this city, respectfully

E. H . C O C H R A N ,

Ten per Cent Securities.
ONDS and MORTGAGES amply secured on produc
B
tive Real Estate in Western Cities, bearing interest
rate of ten per cent., payable half-yearly in cities of N

A LARGE LOT
A l it t l e out of S t y l e sailing off a t

J- in the M. Achorn Grave Yard, a plan of the sam“
vho will give any desire

Z

K O C K L A N D .

cC ITY DRUG STORE.

WINTER. CAPS

rPHE undersigned is now prepared to sell lot*-

e

CITY MARKET,’

For

A. H. KIMBALL A CO.

Cemetary Notice-

* 5»

2
2

His Goods have been selected W ith the greatest care,
and he feels confident in saying, that he can furnish those
who may favor him with patronage with an article equal
to any in the city, at price that cannot fail to suit.
Rockland. November 10, 1858.
46tf

E D W A R D H A R R IS ,

A. II. K1MUAL

rTIIE very best Cottons in the market.

F a ll a n d W in te r S to ck o f
V
5
?

42tf

at
For 50 Cents Plush cap
gel good Silk
W ENTW ORTII.S.

j^ATEST STYLES, at mauufacturers prices, at

M O T 1 C E is h e r e b y g iv e n , That

fl
►
■a

P ic k le d L im e s .

Hats and Caps.

Rockpnrt, Nov. 1, 1858.

w

SP O F F O R D BLO C K , M A IN ST.

OK

STOVES, for burning Wood or Coal.
I have five sizes of the .McGregor Furnace, the best Fur
nace ever used, there have been several important im
provements made in this furnace which placts it far
above all others. This Furnace needs no recommenda
tion from me to establish its merits, its praise is on the
lips of all who have ever used it. Manufactured and sold
by me. I likewise keep constantly on hand PUMPS of
aM descriptions.
S h e e t L ead * L e a d P i p e , S h o v e l* , S p ad es*
W o o d -S a w s, Sad Iro n s, P a te n t C h a rc o a l
I r o n s , P i p e C o l l a r s , C a u ld r o n
K e ttle s ,
COPPER BOILERS to set in Brick.

LL the desirable kinds for sale, by

No. 7 Kimball Block. And would call the attention of his
lriends and the public generally to his

HCr

A. XI. KIMBALL A Co.

C r o c k e r y a n d G la ss W a r e .

OLD S T A N D ,

J

IRSURANCE AGENCY,

CITY DRUG STORE.

W OOD

They are made of the best of Iron, heavy Castings and
very neat finish, and are the best constructed Stove in tho
market. Call and examine before purchasing any other.
1 have all the patterns of Cooking Stoves of any note,
hich will be sold at a very small advance from coat.
—ALSO,—
All of the best patterns of

E. H. C O C H R A N ’

I BBL. Pickled Limes, at
1

A LL sizes, constantly on band and for sale by

J . T . M R R Y ,T d ,

P 0 0 T S , SH O E S, R U B B E R S ,

U for sale low at
42tf

J . S. W A LL,

E sse x 4 0 I n c h S h e e tin g s .

a n d C a p s,

K a is in s , D a is in s .

FO R

Fire Insurance.

X Boxes and quarter Boxes Layer Raiains,

who is well known to the citizeus of Rockland, to tak e
charge of our Market.
N. B. Cash paid for round HOGS at our Market in
Camden or Rockland.
Rockland, October 25, 1858.
Gw-14

C o tto n W a r p ,
-Cl

Boy’s Plush and Plush Trimmed Caps of all

B E R R Y ’S,
No. 7 Kimball Block.

I r i s h M oss, I r i s h M oss.

Provisions and Groceries

Nov. 4,1858.

T. A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

Are selling very low at

HAVE just returned from Boston, with a

from one of the best STOCKS to be found in the city.— and profitable investments.
For sale by
Consisting of
GEO. B. SARGENT,
GG S t a l e S t r e e t , B o s t o n
C h ic k e n s , T u r k e y s , D u c k s a n d G e e se
October 13th, 1858.
Im43
in their Season.
—ALSO,—
m L A T Q v t f A e f Stock of Boots and Shoes
Fresh Beef, Salt Beef, Fresh Pork, Salt Pork, Mutton, J L I 1 & L d / I g C d u offered in this market, and at
Lamb, Sausages, Tripe, Pigs Feet Butter, Lard,
the lowest prices now opening at
Cheese, Hatns, Eggs, Beans, Apples,
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S,
Potatoes, Pickles, Cider, Vinegar,
44ti
;No. 2, Spofford Block.
and a host of other articles too numerous to mention.
S A L T B E E F by the barrel for Vessels, constantly
on hand.
We kill our own B e e f and can furnish our customers
in any quantity at the lowest market price.
All goods warranted, and if not what they are recom
mended, can be returned and the money will be refunded.
COME A N D SEE FO R Y O URSELV ES.
CARLTON, CLARK A CO.
W e have engaged the services of
is at
J. T . BERRY, 2d.

B o y ’S C loth C aps, of all kinds for sale
at

FOR
MISSES A CHILDREN,

nice Moss, foi sale at
g BBLS.
42tf
CITY DRUG STORE.

Ami select their

TUST received and for aale by

T. A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

COPPER TIPPED

BOOTS

FITES,

Nov. 4,1858,

C itr o n , C u r r a n ts a n d R a is in s .

T. A. W EN TW OR TH’S.

and CLOAK CLOTHS all co lo rs,lo w er than any in T o w n .

F R E N C H
M O R E N A S.
Fushionable COLLARS 50 cents.
Red and Blark l’laded ROBROY.
Linen, Marseilles and Cotton Shirt Fronts.
Ladies Muslin, Cembric, Mourning and Bugle Collars.

S y ru p .

j^OR sale by

G e n ts ’ G la z e d

CITY DRUG STORE.

H A T S, C APS,

Nov. 4, IS5S.
T. A. W EN TW OR TH’S.

Gents’ Plush Trimmed Caps, for sale at

C l o a k s

O il.

J^OR sale by

Gents’ Cloth Caps,

sale ut.

I

C O R N E R M A IN A N D O A K S T R E E T S ,

M EATS, V E G E T A B L E S, CO UNTRY

G en ts P lu s h C aps, of all kinds and

D A M A S K C U R T A IN G O O D S,
Table Linen, Diaper, Crash, II oods. Comforters.

H ovey

M A R K E T ,”

where they know they can find one of the largest and best
selected Stocks of

T. A. W EN TW OR TH’S.

of all kinds for’sale at

S a lv e ,

41 tf

I Have Them!!

*«F ir e K in d le r s .”

— TO THE—

PRODUCE and GROCERIES,
T. A. W EN TW O R TH ’S.

421 f

Formerly kept by W ARR EN ROBINSON,

T. A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

qualities at

T a m a r in d s .

W HY,

cc

C O R N E R OF M A I N A N D ELM S T R E E T S ,

H t'y Goods a n d M illin e r y

A NOTIfER lot of those nice Tamarinds, at

T H E Y A R E B O U N D TO COM E

W H ERE P

“ W IL E Y ’S

YV7T10EYER is disposed to patronize this ea
* * tablishment will And a choice selection of ihe mosi
fashionable styles of FALL AND W INTER
at the very lowest CASH PRICES.

CITY DRUG STORE.

They Have Come.

LEWIS KAUFMAN’S.

S h e lls .

AT

SEE EM COME!
See 'em Come!! See ’em Come!!

COME

They are bound to that popular and well known stand

S u p er S u p er Soft H a ts, for
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S

C o co a

f i T T ll l f y i * •r ° 'Ca- - at ?°* 2 s Poffor(1 Block,

W HY,

B o y ’s S o f t H a t s , of all kinds and

C
a r p e t i n g s ,
Large assortment.
Good ALL WOOL CARPETING 50 cents.
OIL CARPETINGS all widths.
Cotton and Woollen Booking.
RUGS and MATTING 25 cents lower than last year.
All grades of F E A T H E R S constantly on hand.

S t i l l r e m a in s a t th e

’EM

A N D

T . A. W EN TW OR TH’S.

r l i ,

fresh assortment which makes my stock as varied and
which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
extensive as can be found In the State.
generally. Every mother should not fail to have a box in
F. G- COOK, City Drug Store.
the house in case of accident.
Rockland, Oct. 13,1858.
42tf
44tf
Rockland, October 26, 1858.

S E E ’EM G O !!

G e n ts’ S u p er S u p er M ole H ats,

o

S a m a r ita n

— AND—

G e n ts’ F in e M ole H a ts, for sale at

W

PERFUM ERY
O f lf l BOXES Firo Kindlers, for sale at
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.
OUU
42lf
CITY DRUG STORE.
MR. J. L. GIOFRAY will challenge the world to pro
duce a Salve equal to his
D r u g s , M ed ic in e s. A c ., & c .

F u r n is h in g G oods,
X jtn N T G
D
I S E A
S E .
for he keeps constantly on huud the largest and best as
Sold by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; W . M. COOK,
sortment o f the above named goods to be found in Rock and G. I. ROBINSON, Ttiomastun.
land, and as he BUYS and SELLS for C a s h o n ly , he
November 10,1858.
6in46ia
can and w il l s e l l a good a r t ic l e 1 0 p e r c e n t ,
lower than those that buy on time.

SEE

i r

Mgk§:

BLOCK,

SIGN ilLDE MORTAR.
'Vholesnle and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, MEDICINES,
CHEMICALS and PATENT -MEDICINES of evety a|>
proved kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES
SOAPS, COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES, CITRON,
MACE, FIGS, LARD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS,
DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES and PORTERS
BURNING FLUID. All of which will he sold at ihe
lowest market prices for c a s h o r a p p r o v e d c r e d it .
Rockiuipl, October 7,1857.
fill

S H A V IN G D B P A R T M N T .
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring. Curling,
and Frizzling done a lit tie better than at any other estab
lishment in ihe State, this is what the people say.

')

for all stages of

D O N ’T F O R G E T T O C A L L
AT NO. 2 SPOFFORD BLOCK,

a

W IG S ,
I1 A L F -W IG S ,
F R I Z Z F /T T S ,
H A I R B A N D S See.
Every article is made to order by the best workmen in
Boston and is warranted to tit or no pay.
—\L SO —
A good assortment of F a l s e B e a r d s , M o u s 
t a c h e , & .C., for young men and juveniles.

(i

for Men and Boys wear.

VARIETY

H

PA LM ERS

B LO CK ,

Such as Gentlemen anil Ladies’

that is the place where every one The Best Lung Remedy
A ND
should buy their
BEFORE THE PU BLIC!
C a re s C o ld s a n d CougliB.
HATS,
C o re s H o a r s e n e s s a n d S o re T h r o a t.
CAPS.
C a re s C a ta r r h a n d In flu e n z a .
C u re s B r o n c h itis a n d A sth m a .
FURS,
C a r e s C ro u p a n d H o o p in g - c o u g h
. BOOTS,
C u re s B le e d in g fro m t h e L ungs.
And by its m&ay extraordinary cures, has proved
SHOES.
itself one of She most efficient Remedies

qualities for sale at

B L A C K
S IL K S ,
Plain and Figured lower than ever.
2 5 pieces COTTON FLANNEL, 10 cents.
All WO.OL_FLANNELS very low.

GREAT

m

—AND—

C U S T O M -H O U S E

tho honor to announce to the Ladies and
HASGentlemen
of Rockland nnd vicinity that he has a
large and choice assortment of

BALSAM!

F a ll a n d W in te r D r e s s G ood s

L a d i e s

J . L. G I O F R A Y ,
N O . 5

FALL AND WINTER

F. G. COOK’S
CITY DRUG STORE,

T he b e st Saloon in th e State.

Indian Pulmonic

VV g E8T, C h e a p e s t and B e s t selected STOCK in for aale at
TOW N or COUNTY.
For a sample of which, read the following :
G e n ts’
LotDeLAlNES, only 12 1-2 cents.
lO O pieces PRINTS 6 to 8 cents.
2 5 Bales best SHEETING 6 to 8 eents.
TH1BETS very low.
G e n ts’
All WOOL DeLAlNES cheap.
sale at
A large assortment of

C L O T H S

EE ,

T . A. W EN TW ORTH,
No. 2Spufford Block.
Rockland, November 9, 1858.
46tf

T. A. W EN TW OR TH’S.

for Ladies and Children.
New Style F A N C Y S I L K S .

S

by

N O . 1 B E R R Y BLOCK,
\\T H E R E will be found a t a ll tim es the L ar -

A

^ ND the highest pricos paid for

M in k , F o x a n d M u sk ra t sk in s ,

Br soli Melrose, from Windsor, N S, while anchoring in
Boston harbor got in contact with sell Caroline C of
Tremont. and lost mHinmast and had bulwarks stove. The
C C lost jibboom.
A sunken sell with about six feet of foremast above w at
er. with boat attached and stern only visible, was passed Sd
inst., above Newcastle, Del.
Brig Kate Anderson, from Curacao for New York, put
into Charleston 2d inst, in u leaky condition, and will have
to undergo repairs.
B e a u f o e t , NC, N ov. 5. Brig Kate Heath, (of NYork
from Cardenas for Portland, with sugar and molasses, came
ashore this morning between 1 and 2 o’clock, on Cape Look
out Spit. The mate states that on Mouday night sprung a
leak, and continued to leak so badly that the captain was
compelled to put her ashore at the nearest point. He
thinks the vessel and cargo will be a total loss.

Notice is hereby given, that the bell is missing from the
boat stationed off Graves Ledge.
The boat will be removed lor repairs the first favorable
opportunity and a Bell Buoy of the 1st class substituted.
Barrel Rock buoy, red and white horizontal stripes, is re
ported adrift in Lighthouse Channel.
The buoy placed on Webber’s Rock, Cape Ann, off the
end of the Point, has been removed by the sea about an
eighth of a mile from its proper location.

O

Where did you
get that

A

C

4 1858

F O ll

H E A T IN G

H a lls, P a r lo r s, O ffices & S to r e s.
Will heat a twenty foot room for twenty-four hours with
twenty lbs. coal, needs replenishing but twice in twentyfour hours and rekindling but once in three months
It is so constructed that the heat is carried to the bot
tom of the Stove, thus heating the lower part of the room
which has been found so difficnltt to do.
The manner of regulating the heat is very simple, and
so constructed that the cold air with those noxious Gasses
which by their specific Gravity tend downward are entire
ly displaced. It also effectually carries off the dust caused
by shaking the grate, and in fact is the best constructed
Stove for burning coai ever made. More than five thou
sand testimonials could be brought to substantiate thin
fact.
Manufactured and sold by

N o,

S. M . V E A Z IE ,
B lock ,

3 B.>ethovcn

The sole Agent for Rockland and Thomuston.
Rockland, Oct. 13,1858.

W h ea t Ileal,
Jj'RESH GROUND, for sale by

■12tf

ALARIC;

‘And well?’
The other person—tho mason’s companion—
THE L I V E R
M ore th a n 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 B o ttle s
The following remedies are offered to the public
‘She is well’?
was a female. She hod seen just twenty sum
as the best, most perfect, which medical science caa
SOLD IN THE
‘A od,’ pursued the youth, in a more eager mers, and was as beautiful as the poet’s dream.
afford. O A t e r ’s C a thartic P il l s have been pre
tone, ‘is she still free?’
pared with the utmost skill which the medical pro
In form she was light and graceful, her limbs I S T A .Y
& M GC L L TR E N E W E N G L A N D S T A T E S ,
fession of this age possesses, and their effects snow
‘Why? Have you thought that she; would full and round, and her whole frame full of life
would call the attention oi ladies to their
PREPARED BY DR. 8ANF0RE
IN O N E Y E A R .
they have virtues which surpass any combination,
S I C I L I A N ST OR Y OF E A R L Y T I M E S . remember you in love through the years that and vigor. Her featurers were of true Grecian
E L E G A N T STOC K OF
of medicines hitherto known. Other preparations
Compounded Entirely from GUMS,
have passed?
The RESTORATIVE OF PROF. O. J. WOOD for
would, with large, dark eyes’ over which droop
do more or less good; but this cures such danger
restoring
the
Hair
perfectly
and
permanently,
has
never
CHAPTER I,
‘0! do not tell me that she has ceased to love ed long lashes of silken texture, while a mass
ous complaints, so quick and so surely, as to prove
yet had a riv a l; volume after volume might be given from TS ONE OF THE BEST PURGATIVE AND
me. True, she was a child in years, but I loved of wavy tresses clustered about her superbly
an efficacy and a power to uproot disease beyond
all parts of the word, and irom the most intelligent to -L LIVER MEDICINES now before the public.
ALARIC.
A
L
S
O
any thine which men have known before. 4t By re
prove that it is a perfect R estorative ; but read the
her then, and my love has grown stronger in the rounded shoulders. Beyond the few honest
One dose often repeated
These G a r n i remove
Not far from the city of Syracuse, when it was
moving the obstructions of the internal organs and
circular and you cannot doubt; read also the following.
nil morbid or bad m atter
is a sure cure tor C h o le 
separation which has followed. 1 know there friends who sometimes partook of the artisan’s
stimulating them into healthy action, they renovate
the metropolis of all Sicily, an object of longing
r a M a r b u m and a pre
from
the
system,
supply
is danger to me here, but I came with a will to hospitality, she was not known. Bellerus bad
the fountains of life and vigor, — healtn courses
yentative of C h o l e r a .
O * T h e H a ir —People have for centuries been afflicted ing in their place a healthy
to ambitious oonquerors, and one of the finest meet it.
anew through the body, and the sick man is well
with bald heads, and the only remedy, heretofore known, flow of bile, invigorating
guarded her with a miser’s care, and few there
c l o a k i n g s ,
cities in the world; not far from this place, upon
Only one bottle is need
has been those abominable wigs. By a recent discovery the stomuch, causing food
again. They are adapted to disease, and disease
‘But
suppose
your
very
life
were
in
danger
if
were
in
the
great
metropolis
who
knew
of
the
the shore of the sea, stood a man who bad just
ed to throw out of the
digest well, p u r if y 
Professor Wood these articles are being fast dispensed
only, for when taken Dy one in health they produce
P L A I D S , of
you sought the maiden?’
treasure of beauty that dwelt within his walls. I V I E K I N O S ,
system the effects of medi
with, but a great many persons still patronize them, be i n g th o b lo o d , giving
landed from a vessel that was now sailing away
but little effect. This is the perfection of medicine.
cine
after
a
long
sickness.
tone
and
health
to
the
cause
they
have
been
so
often
imposed
upon
by
Hair
Ton
‘You
may
warn
me
of
danger,
if
you
will,
The
humble
craftsmen
who
shared
her
father’s
DELAINES, PRINTS,
It is antagonistic to disease, and no more. Tender
towards the North. He was quite young—not
whole
machinery,
remov
ics
of
different
kinds.
To
all
such
persons
we
earnestly
children may take them with impunity. If they
One bottle taken for
over five-and-twenty—tall and well proportion but do not seek to place the barrier of fear be confidence loved her devotedly, but they loved
ing
the
cause
of
the
dtsmake
the
request,
that
they
will
try
once
agajn*for
in
H O U S E K E E P IN G G O O D S, & c.
are sick they will cure them, if they are well they
J a u n d i c e removes all
Wood’s Restorative there is no such thing us fail. We
—effecting a radical
ed ; with a muscular system finely developed ; tween me and my desire, for I know not the with a worshiping love, as the kneeling shepherd
will do them no harm.
cure.
sallowness or unnatural
know of a lady who was bald, who used the article
emotion.
You,
Artabanus
taught
me
when
I
W
e
would
call
attention
p
a
r
t
ic
u
l
a
r
l
y
to
the
f
a
c
t
,
loved
his
goddess
;
and
they
were
all
plodged
and possessing a face not only striking in its
Give them to some patient who has been pros
short time, and her head is now covered completely with
color from the skin.
that
in
all
desirable
nnd
lashlonable
goods,
our
assortment
wus
a
boy,
and
your
wise
lessons
have
not
de
not to speak of her in their intercourse with the is very extensive.
the finest and most beautiful curls imaginable. We know
B il l i o u * n ttn c k x
trated with bilious complaint: see his bent-up, tot
manly beauty, but remarkable, in one so young
cured, and what is bet
One dose taken a short
tering form straighten with strength .again; see his
Q3 * Goods received every week from New York Auc of numerous cases where hair was rapidly falling out are
for its stern, resolute, and self-reliant expression. parted from my mind. You taught mo that outside world.
ter,
prevented
by
the
oc
time
before
eating
gives
which
it
restored
in
greater
perfection
than
it
ever
had
long-lost appetite return; see his clammy features
‘ Don’t call me foolish, father,’ said the maid tions, from which we enn give some very d e c id e d B ar  done before.
His dress wus light and simple, and evidently thero were many things more to be feared than
casional use of the .Liver
vigor to the appetite and
g a in s , in S il k s , S h a w l s , and D ress G oods .
blossom into health. Give them to some sufferer
makes the food digest well
It is also without doubt one of the best articles for Invigorator.
of Greek manufacture ; the lower limbs being death, and 1 have come, prepared rather to die en, imploringly.
whose foul blood has burst out in scrofula till his
N A Y Sc M c C L U R E ,
keeping the hair in gooc condition, making it soft and
‘ I do not call thee so, lanthe,’ tho mason re
skin is covered with sores; who stands, or sits, or
clothed in close-fitting goat-skin, above which he than live all alone in a distant land, with the
One dose after eating is
glossy, removing dandruff, and has proved itsell the great
One dose, often repeated
N o . 9 T r e iu o u t R o w ,
sad
memories
of
my
unhappy
country
for
my
turned. ‘ I only wish to help you over what
lies in anguish. He has been drenched inside and
sufficient to relieve the
est enemy to all the ills that hair is heir to.
cures C h r o n ic D i a r 
wore a shirt of white linen, conGned at the waist
Sept.
3,1858.
(3m3?)
BOSTON.
only
heritage.’
out with every potion which ingenuity could sug
stomach and prevent the
It
is
the
duty
of
every
one
to
improve
their
personal
ap
r
h
e
a
iu
its
worst
form,
may
prove
a
most
bitter
disappointment.
How
by a belt cf fine mail. Upon his head was a
pearance, though some may differ in regard to tne wh) s food from rising and sout •
gest. ^Give him these P ills , and mark the effect;
while S u m m e r n
‘And you would not turn from death, should can you hope that Alaric will ever return ?‘
cap of woven stuff, the tep drooping over the
B o w e l C o m p la iu lM
of doing it j but every one will admit that a heautiiu ing.
see the scabs fall from his body; see the new, fair
it
rise
its
threatening
front
between
yourself
and
‘
Sly
love
tells
me
6
0
.’
yield
almost
to
the
first
head
of
hair,
either
in
man
or
woman,
is
an
object
much
skin that has grown under them ; see the late leper
right ear ; and his feet were shielded by a pair
dose.
Only one dose taken at
to be desired, and there are no means that should be left
lanthe?’ The old man’s gaze grew more earnest
‘ Ah— but love is blind.’
that
is clean. Give them to him whose angry
N o. 4 6 E lm S tr e e t, B o sto n .
of sandals. His only weapon was a short,heavy
night, loosens the bowels
untried to obtain such a consideration.
as he thus spoke, and a spark, within which
humors have planted rheumatism in his joints and
‘ Then its feelings aro the more to be relied
gently, and cures C o s A few bottles will cure
[W oman’s Advocate, Philadelphia.
sword, which hung, in a leathern scabbard,
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thankful
for
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bones; move him, and he screeches with pain ; he
seemed to gleam some newly awakened hope, upon, for they come from the internal prompt
ti v e il cum.
D r o p * ? by exciting the
from his belt of mail. He stood for awhile, gaz
would inform his friends nnd the public that
too has been soaked through every muscle of hisabsorbents.
burned in his eyes.
Cochocton 'Ohio, Nov. 17, 1856.
ings of tho soul. But I feel sure that he will
he has re-leased, for a term of years, this
ing about, as though undecided what course he
body with liniments and salves; give him these
One dose taken after
O. J. WOOD «fc CO.—Gents : As 1 have been engaged
‘ i'ly father.’ answered Alaric, with a flushing come back to me. Only last night the bright
well-known popular Hotel, aud that it has
We take pleasure In re
P ills to purify his blood; they may not cure him,
should pursue ; but filially he espied an old fish
in selling your Hair Restorative the last season for one o ' each meal will cure D y s 
been thoroughly repaired and re-furnished.
cheek, ‘1 could almost feel offended did 1 think goddess Electra appeared to me in a dream, and
commending
this
medicine
p
e
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s
ia
.
for, alas! there are cases which no mortal power
your local agents (R. M. Hackinson,) and having experi
erman , not far off, who had just come down upon
as a preventive for F e v e r
can reach; but mark, he walks with crutches now,
you doubted me, but I do not think so. Show told me that Alaric should return. At least I The location of this house is such as to render it very enced the beneficial effects of it inyself, 1 would like to One dose of two tea
a n d A g u e , C h i ll F e 
the beach, and towards him he made his way.
convenient for merchants aud other business men visiting
and now he walks alone; they have cured him.
me that lanthe loves me, and not even Pyrrho will hope yet a while longer ; for it is sweet to Boston, while the recent improvements will make it n obtain an agency for the State of Ohio, or some State in spoonfuls will always re
v e r , and all Fevers of s
the West, should you wish to make such an arrangement,
‘ A bright, pleasant morning, good sir,’ said
Give them to the lean, sour, naggard dyspeptic,
B il l i o u a ty p e . It op
lieve S ic k H e a d a c h e .
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atten
upon his brow, shall have power to startle me
smile from his face and every muscle from his body.
Bellerus could not find it in his heart to do tion and use every exertion to make this house an attrac ed States, for restoring the li*tir. I have been engaged in
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immedi
thousands
are
willing
to
The old man cast his net from his shoulders
the Drug business for severui years, nnd have sold various
See his appetite return, and with it his health; see
from my course, while life is mine.’
testify to its wonderful
more towards dispelling tbe;bright promise which tive and agreeable home for strangers while they remain preparations for the hair, but have found nothing that re ately relieves C o lic
and gazed up. He carefully scanned the features
while
the new man. See her that was radiant with health
virtues.
in
the
city.
Artabanue started to his feet and grasped the tho maiden cherished, and he turned the con
stores the secretive organs or invigorates the scalp as well
before him, and then replied :
and loveliness blasted and too early withering
WESTON MERRITT, Proprietor.
us yours; being fully convinced that your Restorative is
A ll who use it are giving their unanim ous testimony in
versation upon another topic- Only a few word
May 12, 1858.
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away; want of exercise or mental anguish, or some
‘ Aye, fair sir, it is a pleasant morning.— youth by the hand.
what you represent it to be, I would like to engage in the its favor.
‘ Noble Alaric,’ he cried, with a joyful enthu had been spoken, however, when a loud rap was
lurking disease, has deranged the internal organs
Mix w ater in the mouth with the Invigorator, and swal
sale o f it, foj I am satisfied it must sell.
We have many such on this coast.’
low
botli
together.
of digestion, assimilation or secretion, till they do
Yours truly,
S. T. STOCKMAN
siasm, ‘ thou art worthy of the maiden’s hand. heard withoat. and the host lighted a torch and
C o iiim is s io iie r ’s N o tic e .
‘ And yet it storms, sometimes I suppose,’
P r ic e O ne D o lla r P e r B o ttle .
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within her heart as the most precious thing of a motion for lanthe to leave the room.
York, Retniled by ail Druggists.
principle into renewed vigor, to cast out the ob
I * have been appointed by the Judge of Probate for the
‘ He is a wise man who little heeds the storms
PROF O. J. WOOD <5j- CO.—Gents Having realized
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ine all the claims of the several creditors to the estate of
hope that thou wouldst return to her.’
Now look afzain— the roses blossom on her cheek,
meet that thou sliouldBt be present.’
of the head which seemed to give his words
Ellis Andrews, late of Rockland, deceased, and that six that finding iny hair growing thin, as well as gray, 1 was
and where Tately sorrow sat joy bursts from every
• 0 —the gods be praised!’ ejaculated the young
But the maiden neither spoke nor moved.— months from the twenty seventh day pf May, A. D. 1858 induced from what 1 read and heard, to try the articles
more meaning than the circumstance under
feature. See the sweet infant wasted with worms.
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which they were spoken would imply.
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nssingned
OF
‘ But added the hermit in a changed voice. and her quick ear had caught a familiar sound. at the office o f William Battie, in Rockland, on the last completely. In the operation 1 have used nearly three
and painfully distinct, that they are eating its life
‘ You aie right there.’ responded the other.—
Yours die.,
JAMES FRANCIS.
H IG H L Y C O N C E N T R A T E D C O M P O U N D
away. Its pinched-up nose and ears, and restless
Bellerus would have reminded her again, but Wednesday of July, September, and November next,from bottles.
‘ But tell me—where can I find ArtabanuB, the ‘ there must be danger in thy path. Pyrrho
O. J . WOOD & C 0 ., Proprietors, 312 Broadway, N.Y .
sleepings, tell the dreadful truth in language which
F L U ID E X T R A C T B U C H U ,
holds his throne only through the fear and en tho stranger was close behind him, and quickly two to five o’clock, P. M. on each of said days.
hermit?’
(in the great N. Y. Wire Railing Establishment) and 114
every mother knows. Give it the P ills in large
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f
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Dropsy,
slavement
of
the
people
and
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knows
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Your
entered the apartment. lanthe saw not the
G?S.NWIGo ! n , j Coinmiaaionera. Market street, St. Louis, Mo.
doses to sweep these vile parasites from the body.
The fisherman took another careful look into
IVeakness, Obstructions, Secret Diseases, Female
C. P . FESSENDEN agent lor Rockland and vicinity.
father wus one of his bitterest enemies, and he humble fisher’s garb—she only saw tho well-re Rockland, June 21, 1858.
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Now turn again and see the ruddy bloom of child
Complaints, and all diseases o f the
bis interlocutor's face, aud then answered ;
Sept.
7,
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Organs,
hood. Is it nothing to do these things ? Nay, are
‘ He lives upon yonder mountain, which is was also one of the first whom the usurper found membered features which she had carried with
Arising from Excesses and imprudencies in life, and re
they not the marvel of this age ? And yet they are
it necessary to put out of the way. You are in the sacred repository of her affections for so
moving all improper Discharges from the Bladder, Kid
called Catalano. Do you wish to see him ?’
done around you every day.
not only the very image of your noble parent, long a time. They were changed a little.— they Will be paid on the conviction of any responsible party
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tempers, they are the easier cured.
Jaundice,
‘ Then follow the path that leads to yonder
Marks, by making or vending any article, not the genuine,
From whatever cause they may have originated,
Costiveness, Headache, Sideache, Heartburn, Foul
as such, v iz :
cot, until it brings you to a small stream.— most ut the full stature of manhood when you to love.
A n d n o M a t te r o f H o w L o n g S ta n d in g ,
Stomach, Nausea, Pain in the Bowels, Flatulency,
‘ Sweet Electra. my dream is true !’ she cried
H A W E S Sc C O .’S C O A L O IL S ,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
Cross that, and then upon your right hand you lied from Syracuse. You were then seventeen,
Loss
of
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Evil,
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and
Giving Health and Vigor lo the Frame, and Bloom to
will see a beaten track. He lives in a cave near and from seventeen to five and-twenty, especially as she started forward, and put forth her hands the only uniform standard Coal Oil in the m arket,—better (L a t e Ag e n t o f U . S P a t e n t O f f i c e , W a sh in g t o n ,
kindred complaints all arise from the derangements
the Pallid Cheek.
nvii cheaper. Also,
* which these P ills rapidly cure. Take them perseUNDER THE ACT OF 1836 )
the top of the mountain, and this track will in one so eorly developed as you were, there is ‘ A l a r i c h a s c o m e !’
J O Y to t h e . 1 1 F E I C T E H .
J O N E S ’ F A T E T T C O A L O IL L A M P .
not much change. You were a man then, and
veringly, and under the counsel of a good Physician
‘ So Heaven looks down with richest blessing!
7G S T A T E S T ., o p p o s it e K i lb y s t ., B o s t o n , It cures Nervous and Debili ated Sufferers, and removes
lead you directly thither.’
if you can; if not, take them judiciously by such
Every genuine Lninp is stamped “ E. F J on es ’ P a t e n t .
FTER an extensive practice of upwards ot twenty all the Symptoms, among which will be found
The young man thanked his informant, and you are no more now. So you must expect that the young man responded, as he folded the maid The
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‘ May the gods preservo me !’ exclaimed the faction guaranteed. Supply unlimited.
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It has the cast of a countenance I fancied I had
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa
Through a trial of many years and through every
ease, Weak Nerves, Trembling, Dread
‘ I shall find her with her father ?
September 12, 1858.
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to blind me. Alaric, it is thou ?’
tents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered
seen before.’
ful Horror of Death. Night Sweats, Cold Feet,
nation of civilized men, A yer ’s Cherry P ectoral
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sal Lassitude of the Muscular System. Often Enormous
hero, extending his bund as he spoke. • Surely
more cases of pulmonary disease than any other
Buch an one on this morning,’ said tho young eight years ago.’
ments recorded at Washington.
Appetite, with Dyspeptic Symptoms, Hot Hands,
remedy known to mankind. Cases of apparently
‘ I will go and seek her, then, and
thou shouldst know me.’
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
man ; and as he thus spoke he turned away.
Flushing of the Body, Dryness of the Skin,
settled consumption have been cured by it, and
‘ Hold, my son. You had better wait till
Aye. and I do know thee now,’ the host re HOMOEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN &c. through it inventors have advantages for securing patents,
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self, but yet loud enough to reach other ears ;
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viness of the Eyelids, Fre
friends and usefulness, to sound health and the
quently Black Spots
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THE BEST PROOF OF AI) VANTAGES AND ABILITY, with Temporary Suffusion nnd Loss of S ight; W ant of
ous Homcepathic Medicines.
they are not plenty in Syracuse these times.—
settled on the lungs. The dry, hacking cough, the
Alaric was impatient to see lanthe, but he
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
The trio were soon Beated, and when they had
Attention, Great Mobility, Restlessness, with Horror
A I ub ! m ore’s the p ity .”
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Calls left at the Telegraph Office in Rockland, or at his
Consumption , tr He tries every thing; but the
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past,
he would turn back, but he overcame the dis was willing to wait. So he 6at down by his old gave a brief account of his adventures during residence in Rockport will be promptly attended to.
Dread for Fear of Themselves ; no Re
disease is gnawing at hia vitals, ana shows its
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi
pose of Manner, no Earnestness, no
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position, and kept on. When he had begun to teacher’s side again—sat as he had sat years be his absence from Sicily. lanthe sat all the while Rockport, Oct 1856.
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symptoms more and more over all his frame.
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Transition from one
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hind him, and saw that the fisherman was a l lips—and listened to the etory of the wrongs anon lifting her eyes to catch the warm glances
States and Etiiopc, render him able, beyond question, to
that had been done in Sicily during the last of his love.
other.
his sleep is sound at night; his appetite returns,
ready upon the water.
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
Tltese symptoms, if allowed to go on—which this Medi
and with it his strength. The dart which pierced
At length tho old craftsman went out, and tho
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a cine invariably removes—soon follows LOSS OF POWER
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—
patient may expire. Who can say that these excesses are
of affection they U6ed to tell in other years, and
J. E . M E R R IL L , P ro p rieto r . ventors.
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that old man, for he has spread his nets long in cruelty.
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plishes more by prevention than cure. "The count
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With this the traveler kept on up the moun
Commissioner of Patents.
of incurable diseases. Influenza, Croup, Bronchitis,
“ I have no hesiintion in assuring Inventors that they sodden and quite destitute—neither Mirth or Grief ever
tain until he hud reached a broad table of rock, Pyrrho’s soldiers aro pasted at every place where the renewal of his most solemn pledges, ‘ now
cunnot employ a person more competent and trust visits it. Should a sound of the voice occur, it is rarely
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ed, and that one is now pending. Such unmistakatle
Alaric started as he met the glnnce of his aged
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found in Ayer’s American Almanac, of which we
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patents, ns they may he sure of having the most faithful Try it and be convinced of its efficacy.
publish three millions, and scatter them broadcast
been directed ; but he did not follow it as one more than mortal import. He dared not trust joys to-day if we would have them with us
attention bestowed on their cases, and at very reasonable
over the earth, in order that the sick every where
BEWARE of QUACK NOSTRUMS and qlack do cto rs ,
who was a stranger to its windings. He pur himself to speak then, for the feelings that had henceforth.’
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From Sept. 17th, 1357. to June 17th. 1858. the subscrib- know nnd n^oi.l them, nnd sunt© Long, Suffering, Money,
Druggists and dealers in medicine generally have
’ in course of his large practice, made, on twice rejected and Exposure, by sending or calling for a bottle cf this
them for distribution gratis, and also for sale these
at times, with an abstractedness which could strange that they fairly startled him. 11c arose ful. 1 know there is danger in the way, but I
applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of Popular and SPECIFIC REMEDY.
remedies, prepared by D r. J. C. A yer, Practical
’ you want to see the largest, cheapest and rhich
have been indulged in only by one who knew and walked out upon the mountain, and ever fear it not.’
} favor, by the Commissioner ol'
and Analytical Chemist, Lowell, Mass.
It allays all pain and inhumation, is perfectly pleasant
best lot ever before offered for sale iu the County of 'atents.
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well the way he was going. Up the steep, and anon as his eye rested upon the distant city
in its taste and odor, but immediate in its action.
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No. 9 Tremont Row.

OR,

INVIGORATOR

T H E T Y R A N T 'S VAU LT.

NEW FALL SILKS!!

Shawls CAPES, Velvets,

W ILDE’S HOTEL,

$100 REWARD !

American aud Foreign Patents,
R . II. E D D Y ,

A

H. B. EATON, M. D.

W E B S T E R H O U SE.

DOORS, SASH & BLINDS,

P

TRUE TIME.

C. D. SMALLEY.

GREAT R E D U C T I O N !

LUMBER YARD.

T

CORN & FLOUR.

D

H

The Ladies

E. R. SPEAR,

R O C K LA N D

B O O K STO R E,

Stage and Railroad Notice

New Boot

STILL LIVING.

S

New Bakery.

Ready-Made Clothing

Summer and Fall Goods*

City of Rockland.

August 4, 1853.

